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Campuses Q

Schools To Hold Anti-Nixon Rally
Trinity, in coordination with University of
Hartford and other Hartford schools will
hold a rally at the Federal Building at 12
noon this Thursday, November 15, said
Lindsay Mann, '76, coordinator of campus
efforts to impeach President Nixon. The
march to join the rally will begin at 11:00
a.m. from the Chapel, she said.

"We want to demonstrate our this point," she said. Thus, she said, the
dissatisfaction with Nixon and our desire to coordinators hope the speakers will further
remove him from office," said Mann.
educate those at the rally concerning the
current national crisis.
The rally, said Mann, will have speakers,
who will urge Nixon's impeachment. "As
Fred Parker, coordinator at the University
Mann said she urges the entire Trinity
of Hartford, said, 'education is essential at community to join the rally. "It is essential

that we show our mass support for this
movement to impeach Nixon," she urged.
The Hartford Federal Building is located
at 540 Main Street in Hartford.

Letter-writing Campaign
Last Wednesday and Thursday, Trinity
students wrote a total of 300 letters to their
senators, congressmen, and President
Nixon, said Mel Shuman, '76, spokesperson
for the group that conducted the letterwriting campaign. "We were very pleased
with the number of students that responded
and we urge other members of the Trinity
community to write letters to their
congressmen and senators," said Shuman.

"Public pressure is going to be the
determining factor on whether or not Nixon
will be formally impeached," said Shuman.
Letters will indicate some of this public
Iiressurc, he stressed.
^Letters to senators can be addressed to
the Senate Office Building; and letters to
congressmen can be addressed to the House
Office Building, Shuman said. Both are in
Washington D.C., he added.
However he stressed that people should
write Congressman Peter Rodino who is
chairman of the House Judiciary Committee, at the House Office Building.
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"Thus, the judiciary committee," said
Shuman, "will know the volume of letters
supporting this movement."

Trinity students continued their active campaign to help oust Richard Nixon from office last week. Among the tactics
was a letter-writing drive, held Wednesday and Thursday, November 7th and 8th, in the lobby of Mather Hall.

Dislike Open Semester- Tuition

Students Approve of Open Curriculum
By Jim Cobbs
While a majority of Trinity students feel
that independent study and open semester
programs add a valuable dimension to
education, the results of a questionnaire
circulated last spring reveals that many
students are against paying full tuition for
open semesters;
One student said, "I feel tuition should.not
be paid to Trinity for open semester just for
the credit. Tuition goes to the use of Trinity
facilities, not just credit. Last semester I
used no Trinity facility so I feel full tuition
isn't necessary."
Another said, "The major objection to
Open Semester is cost. As usual Trinity is a
facility for the rich. It is ridiculous to pay
$1,500 not to come to school. How the hell
does one finance an Open semester after
paying this cost? In essence some people
can buy credits, others can't."
Most students expressed enthusiasm for
the independent studies. One student said,
"I believe that independent study of various
sorts is an extremely important and
essential aspect of higher education. It
provides that student with a unique opportunity to explore and learn on his own
with guidance." "Another conceded that
"Indepdenent study opportunities are one of
Trinity's few good points."

While most students favored independent
studies, many felt it was only effective
under certain circumstances.

programs." In fact, the questionnaire
showed that 96 students knew nothing about
independent study, 547 knew "little" about
it, and 100 knew a "great deal." The same
trend was apparent for the open semester110 knew "nothing" about it, 570 knew a
"little" about it, and only 65 were "well
• informed."

Students said the independent study
should consist of "individual meetings with
a teacher which are an essential part of the
course and meet once a week or less." The
results show that 314 students thought
meetings are essential, but should not be
The critics of independent study charged
weekly, while another 229 agreed the "it causes a student to flounder aimlessly"
meetings were essential, but should meet and "it is used as a loophole to avoid normal
once a week.
routes to satisfying requirements." Some
students also complained that was too easy
Most students also felt that the in- to obtain a high grade in independent study.
dependent study is best for students who
"knows precisely what he or she wants to
Most students who had participated in
learn and seeks to specialize in." Only 224 independent
study on Open Semester found
felt independent studies are best suited for the work more
demanding than a regular
the student "who is searching for an area course. Or the 282
students, 92 felt it was
that grabs him/her best and needs a flexible "much more work,"
86 said it was
course in which to 'follow his/her nose.' " "somewhat more work" and
82 said it was
The study revealed that many students "about the same." Only 15 said it was "less
were not well informed about the in- work."
The results of the questionnaire showed
dependent study program at Trinity. Said
one student: "I don't really know enough strong evidence for the value of open
about Trinity's independent programs to semesters. Speaking of his open semester,
make an accurate judgement, but I feel in one person said, "My experience was so
general it is important to have such rewarding that I plan eventually to pursue a

career in that field with which I was
associated."
Another said, "The opportunity for open
semester was one of the deciding factors in
my coming to Trinity. I knew what I wanted
to do before I came, and started laying the
groundwork freshman year."
Twenty-seven students indicated they
would take another open semester, whereas
nine said they would not. In response to a
question on whether the reason for the open
semester was justified by the experience, 27
answered positively and only one replied
negatively.
Other results from the survey indicated
most students felt Trinity has more independent study offerings than other
schools. A significant number of students
said they chose Trinity because it had such
wide independent study offerings.
An ad hoc committee on independent
study compiled and circulated the
questionnaire at the end of last year. The
committee included Eugene Davis of the
history department, Howard De Long of the
philosophy department, and William Mace
of the psychology department. They sent
questionnaires to 1,599 students, and 750
people returned them.

Speakers Debate U.S. Support of Israel:
Question Strength, Motivation, Continuation
After speeches on the history of Israel last
Tuesday, Samuel Kassow.v instructor of
history, debated with Geula Janofsky, an
Israeli teacher working in Hartford, about
American motives for supporting Israel.
Kassow contended that the United States
would "dump Israel as soon as they thought
they could." He claimed the U.S. fulfilled its
"liberalism" by supporting Israel, but then
it realized this viewpoint was not in the best
economic interests of the country.
Janofsky argued the U.S. would continue
to support Israel because "it is the only
democratic state in the Middle-East."
Kassow stressed that Israel is not a
European colony as many leftists claim.
"Israel must show that she is not imperalist,
for the future of her economy may depend
on trade with third world countries," he
said.
"Israel was formed by the left, so why is it
now isolated by the progressive left opinion
in the world?" Kassow asked He said many
people believe Israel is populated by
Europeans, but they don't realize that 65 per
cent of all school children under the age of 14
are from non-European backgrounds. We
have to clarify that Israel is not an outpost of
Europe," Kassow said.
Kassow claimed it is largely a myth that
Jews displaced the Arabs in Palestine.
When the British gave Zionists 20 per cent of

Palestine, he said, the Jews started to
develop the economy. It was then that a
large number of Arabs moved to Palestine,
he said, "They came after the Jews had
developed the country," he stated.
"The Arabs left because they feared
Jewish retaliation" for Arab terrorist activities, according to Kassow. He drew a
parallel between Israel and third world
countries because Israel was formed after a
war of national liberation against an imperial power to gain their freedom.
"Israel must justify itself to the third
world countries- this should be a long-term
goal," he said.
Janofsky claimed she is an "average
Israeli" whose goal is "just to exist." She
deplored the fact that Israelis are always
forced to act in the present because they are
constantly being threatened. "We never
have time for long range planning," she
said.
She said the present war is one for survival and said the Arabs are not fighting for
territory, but because they want to "wipe
the Israelis out". To support this, she cited
two examples of Arabs slaying Israeli
soldiers.
In one case 12 Israeli troops were
slaughtered and in another 68 were found
with their throats cut, she said.
John Gettier, assistant professor of

Einstein Chose Physics
Over Math, Klein Says
physics to unify the existing theories of
gravitational and electromagnatic forces.
Einstein developed the theory of relativity
to account for these established theories as
well as new discoveries about the nature of
light.
Klein explained the theory of relativity
implies that: 1) the speed of light is constant
regardless of the speed of its source or
observer, 2) the measurement of length,
velocity, time and mass is not absolute, and
3) kinetic energy and mass are aspects of
the same'thing;
•
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Martin Klein
Albert Einstein chose physics over math
because he could see "one central issue in
physics", while math "had too many
branches," according to Martin Klein,
chairman of Yale's history of science
department.
Speaking in McCook Auditorium on
Wednesday on "Aspects of Albert Einstein's
Early Career," Klein said Einstein realized
the need for a "powerful new theory" in

Klein said Ernest Mach's critique of the
Newtonian concept of space profoundly
stimulated Einstein's development of his
general theory of relativity.
Einstein did not become a research
assistant or teacher as did most scientists
when they received their degrees, Klein
said. He took a job as a clerk in a patents
office, according to Klein, which gave him
time to work out his ideas.
Einstein first published his ideas in three
papers in 1905, said Klein. The papers dealt
with the Brownian motion (the irregular
motion of microscopic particles suspended
in liquified gas), the photoelectric effect,
and the special theory of relativity, he said,
Klein said these three papers contained the
main ideas Einstein spent the rest of his life
developing.
.
Klein was the second speaker in the
physics department's series on general
topics in physics. He has published articles
in Science, American Journal of Physics,
and Physics Today, and has recently
completed a successful biography of Paul
Ehrenfest, a Dutch physicist.
^ ^
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"Perspectives on Israel" was the topic as three main speakers plus a
moderator gathered to discuss the Israeli problem. A debate developed between Israeli teacher Geula Janofsky (second from left) over the real cause of
US support of Israel and Trinity history instructor Samuel Kassow (speaking).
The other speaker was assistant professor of religion John Gettier (right).
religion, traced the early history of Israel.
He said the Jews had only really been able
"The Jews have a history of being faced to to call the land ^'theirs" for 80 years, when
leave their country and then struggling to • David
- - - and Solomon conquered the
get back," he said. He said Abraham Philistines and consolidated the country.
struggled to get back after he was forced to
leave because of famine in the second "For most of history the Jews have been
millenium B.C. Israel was promised to without this land, but it gives them hope,"
he said. "All people need a land to call their
Abraham, he added.
home,
because land means security which
He said the same theme reoccurs with
all people need," he said.
Jacob and Joseph.

Fairbank Will
Speak on China
John K. Fairbank, an internationally
recognized specialist on China, will discuss
"Chinese-American Relations, Past and
Future," at a free public lecture at 8 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 15 in Washington Room.
Fairban, who visited China last year as a
guest of Prime Minister Chou En-Lai, wrote
"The United States and China" and several
other well-known works. Fairbank has been
on the faculty of Harvard University since
1936.
His talk, sponsored by the Political
Science Department, is the annual Mead
Lecture in Political Science.
Fairbank first visited Peking in 1933, and
has made many subsequent trips to that
country. From 1942-43 h^ was special
assistant to the American ambassador in
Chungking; from 1944-45 he was with the
Office of War Information, sometimes
acting as deputy director in charge of Far
Eastern operations; from 194546 he was
director of the U.S. Information Service in
China.
He is a member of the Far Eastern
Association, of which he is a former vice
president; the American Institute of-Pacific
Relations; the Council on Foreign
Relations; the American Historical
Association, and the American Council of
Learned Societies.
'. .

History
Colloquium
A colloquium discussion, led by Dr.
Rosemary Devonshire Jones, visiting
lecturer in history, will take place in
Wean Lounge on Wednesday, November
14 at 4 p.m. The talk by Dr. Devonshire
Jones is open to all interested students,
faculty, and the general public. All
history majors are urged to attend.

Sociology
Lecture
The Trinity College Sociology
department is pleased to announce that
on Monday, November 19 at 4 p.m., Dr.
Carolyn F. Etheridge, professor of
sociology at New York University, will
speak about "Sexism and the American
Undergraduate: The Use of Female and
Male as Social Categories" in the Life
Sciences Auditorium.

Community Involvement Notices
INTRODUCTION
.We've been pleased at the response from
the College Community in regard to your
involvement as Hartford Community
Volunteers, Many of you have expressed the
feeling that Community Volunteering
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enhances your learning process at Trinity
and it also adds insight into your chosen
career plans. The Office of Community
Affairs and of course, the Hartford Community are pleased at the rsponse and we
ask the other students who have not shared
this experience to come check it out.
We realize that transportation can be a
problem to many students, therefore, we
believe that the following sentences will
bring good news. Our Office has acquired a
Volkswagon Van which can be used by
students in their Community Service work,
Students Volunteering through the Office of
Community Affairs will have priority over
the Van's use but we do ask you to make
your request early because if the Van is not
in use it will be made available to other
College Organizations. As you read
remember the transportation problem has
been dealt with so contact us about the job
that interests you.
Again we the members of the Office of
Community Affairs are: Ivan A; Backer,

Willie Smith and Terri Collado. Ivan Backer
can be reached from 10:00 to 4:0, MondayFriday in McCook Math-Physics Center, on
the third floor. Terri Collado can be found
manning our office in Seabury 8 every
Tuesday and Thursday from 12:00 to 1:30.
Willie Smith can be reached in Goodwin 14
or just call 524-3157.

TUTORING-CHILDREN

1) We would like a Volunteer who could
work more than once a week with a young
4th grader. An orphan, he has been in a
number of foster homes and is presently
having academic problems, and trouble
getting along with his peers. He is a confused, insecure boy who has a weak selfimage. He needs someone to take a special
HOUSING
interest in him as a person as well as in
1) Hartford Housing Authority: Family academics.
Counseling Division
This agency works with tenants in2) Need interested persons desiring to
dividually and in groups living in public work with children in special learning
housing developments. The Family Coun- disability classes or for class . with
seling Division deals with the personal emotionally disturbed. Where: Bloomfield
problems of the tenants as well as the Middle School, Park Avenue, Bloomfield,
collective problems resulting from their Connecticut. When: 5 days a week, 2 hours a
living in public housing. Students will work day or 4 days, 3 days, 2 days, or even l day
directly with family counselors working for 1 hour a week. Anything regular is acwith tenants and also will work with tenants ceptable. Contact: Dottie Lawrence,
directly, Contact: Office of Community Bloomfield Volunteer Coordinator, Town
Hall, 242-6241.
Affairs.

News Analysis
Low Voter Turnout M?»rks Elections
By Gary Morgans
The American lamb "Apathy" has
baa'ed once again. Raising its unconcerned head in a stunning show of
disinterest, Apathy has again demonstrated its prevalence and persistence as
a force in American politics. Little
wonder, for Apathy had a copious supply
of oats this year.
Indeed, if last Tuesday's election
returns show one thing, it is that voters
had no interest in them. The "real
message" expressed last Tuesday may
lie in the thousands of ballots that went
uncast. In Connecticut, people stayed
away from the polls in droves, yielding
light turnouts in virtually every town in
the state.
So light was the turnout in Hartford
(46%) that a $25 million city bond issue
which passed 8,800 to 7,700 barely obtained the 15% (of all 58,000 registered
voters) "yes" vote necessary for approval.
As expected, the Hartford Democrats
made a clean sweep, with incumbent
Mayor George Athanson realizing a
resounding victory over Republican
Madelyn Neumann, 19,000 (79%) to 5,000.
The six incumbent Democratic City
Councilmen returned to power, with
Mary Heslin leading the way, followed
(in order of finish) by DiBella, Martin,
Levine, Suisman, and Carbone. Six
Republicans followed them, and independent Battles finished last of the 13
candidates. The five "non-partisan"
Board of Education spots were won by
Democrats Kenny (1st), Fox, Sanchez,
Rubera, and King. The three losers were
Bashour, Warren and Kearney. All three
school bond issues passed.
Save for those from the Board of
Education, the election results will have
virtually no impact upon the city's
politics. All Democratic (i.e., powerful)
incumbents were delivered huge victories (in a city where registered
Democrats outnumber Republicans by 4
1/2 to 1), and the important questions on
the ballot passed. The City Hall
Democratic Team should continue to
function as it has for the past two years.
^Carbone's personal showing may hurt

The impact jf the Trinity College vote
any hopes he has of becoming
— having no impact upon the city-wide
Democratic State Chairman next year;
standings — on the vote totals in the 8th
talk of a spot for Athanson on the state
district, is easily seen by comparing the
ticket next year was made in the
results in the 8th to those of the 7th
emotional moments of Tuesday night,
district. The adjoining 7th district
and is extremely unlikely.
(directly to the south) is almost exactly
The Board of Education race witnessed
alike the 8th district in demographic
the defeat of two of the three incumbents
makeup and voting pattern, excluding
running, in favor of four newcomers.
Trinity College. The Trinity vote was
Only incumbent Lewis Fox, a 35-year
small in impact, but it did slightly aid the
Board veteran, was returned to office.
liberals running.
Truly, this must be interpreted as a
Mayor Athanson won with 79% of the
"clear mandate for change," as Barbara
vote in the 8th, while he received 77% in
Williams (Hartford Times) puts it.
the 7th. In the City Council race, Trinity
Though it is doubtful that any significant
slightly aided Martin (though he came in
changes will come about, a shift to more
6th in both the 7th and 8th districts), and
liberal policies can be expected, The
slightly hurt Carbone, moving him from
remaining four members of the Board
fourth in the 7th district to fifth in the 8th.
combine with the newcomers for a fairly
Somewhat ironically, conservative
left-of-center outlook, an outlook more
Heslin bested moderate DiBella in the 8th
liberal than before.
(finishing 1-2), while the reverse was
More importantly, the Board now
true
in the 7th. However, the 7th is
contains greater diversity in its memDiBella's home district, explaining his
bership, including the first Puerto Rican
strong showing there. Moreover, apart
elected to city office in Hartford, Maria
from DiBella's district, Heslin's winning
Sanchez, and will likely take a broader
plurality was far smaller in the 8th
look at the city's educational problems.
district than in the rest of the conWith the heavy Democatic registration
servative South End districts, all of
in the city, it is clear why Hartford voted
which she won handily.
as it did on the candidates. Why the six
Trinity's 'greatest' impact came in the
questions fared as they did is somewhat
Board of Education race, where the
more enigmatic and less certain. The
college's liberal voting more than
125% increase in Council salaries lost
counteracted the remainder of the
severely everywhere in the city except in
district's conservative tendencies. The
the black ghetto-such an increase
three liberals running-Sanchez, King,
seemed exhorbitant to the voters. South
and Warren-finished 6-7-8 respectively,
End fiscal conservatism defeated one
in the 7th district. In the 8th district,
bond issue and almost one other, which
however, they finished 2-5-7 respectively,
passed on the strength of the black vote.
ahead of the 3-5-7 pattern they set city
The three school bond issues received a
wide.
city-wide approval-with the Hartford
Trinity students voted as one might
school system as bad as it is, Hartford
expect a liberal collegecampus to. They
voters are very willing to make financial
chose leftward-leaning candidates,
commitments towards it to try to imgenerally either the entire Democratic
prove it. "Disillusionment with politics"
ticket or the Young Democrat backed
was a real factor in dampening the
turnout (a similar election in 1971 slate, and carried out their "civic duty"
by voting "yes" on all the questions. Why
brought out about 55%), and it combined
about 75% of those registered didn't vote
with unexciting campaigns, no real
became quickly apparent from talking
issues, and the "meaninglessness" of
with them: they are simply unconcerned
participating in an election that was a
with Hartford politics.
virtual fait accompli in producing the
small vote tally.
The statewide results produced what

must be called a landslide victory for the
Democratic Party. The Democrats
statewide made a net gain of 22 town
chief executives, and now hold almost loo
of the 167 First Selectman and Mayor
posts.
Why the Democrats fared so well is a
complex issue. No doubt, the main
reason must revolve down to the
popularity of the individual candidates
running, and the issues they campaigned
on. Still, the sixty-four dollar question
remains: what effect, did Watergate, et
al, have? Most political pundits agree
that nationally the Republicans suffered
only marginally from it, This suffering,
however, was more acute in Connecticut
than elsewhere, due mainly to the
closeness of many city elections (most
notably in Stamford, where victory came
to Democrat Wilensky by 100 votes). In
Connecticut moreover, the depressed
independent vote tended to favor the
Democrats, who hold huge leads in
registration over Republicans in the
state. Overall, the main impact of
Watergate was to create a truly
widespread disillusionment with politics,
and concomitant apathy.
The theory that the stale vote was a
rejection of Governor Meskill's policies
is largely invalid. Local issues and local
candidates dominated the elections,
Likewise, what the vote portends for
Governor Meskill in 1974 in not as bad as
it might seem at first glance, for a
disproportionate number of the
Democratic takeovers were in Pairfield
County, Connecticut's version of Weshchester County. Fairfield County
residents do not react to Connecticut
state politics as other state residents do-their eyes are focused elsewhere: upon
New York City. Hence any apparent
rebuff of Meskill's policies is not as
widespread as it might otherwise seem to
be.
The 1973 Connecticut elections were
marked by low turnouts and Democratic
upsets. Locally, the Hartford Democrats
walked away with another landslide
victory, while this year Trinity students
chose to stay in their dorms.
,

The Larry Carsman Blues Band
By Carbonate of Soda

i!-

The seventy or eighty souls who managed
to get themselves and their dancing shoes to
the Washington Room Friday1 night were
treated to an evening of friggin great blues
by the Larry Carsman Blues Band. It's
really too bad that the publicity for this
dance was not greater, as they warranted a
larger turnout than they played to. And
unlike the Washington Room's usual
mediocre performers, The Larry Carsman
Band was hot stuff.

X

All the members of the band are competent and fully polished musicians. The
drummer (who used to play with Bonnie
Raitt) and bass player form cohesive rhythmic underpinnings for the lead work of the
two guitarists and the harp. The rhythm
guitarist plays well enough to be the lead
guitarist in a less demanding band. Both his
lead and rhythm work, and the one song he
wrote showed off his considerable talent,
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Larry Cohen, the harpist and pianist, is a
skilled musician with a lot to say. He plays
original and exciting interpretations of
blues, an idiom that usually stifles less
creative soloists.
As one would expect from their name, the
Larry Carsman Blues Band's musical
standout is Larry Carsman. He is able to
tear great pieces from his soul and show
them to his listeners, letting fly emotions
from the purest bittersweet to those of
crashing elemental fury from the fingerboard of his guitar. Despite his excellence,
he is not flashy, tastefully refraining from
playing endless technically impressive but
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»eW Posing after four hour gig in the Washington Room Saturday

musically boring solos. Carsman is one of
the best and most interesting young blues
receptive crowd, and it is hoped by both this Play again later in the year. Larry'p*"" 1 ^
artists that I have heard. Even his singing is fits the feeling of the music perfectly.
outstanding (as is that of the rhythm
The band put on a fine, warm, and fun reviewer and the band members themselves s a l t l he likes to make. himself n ^ F L f
guitarist), evoking a true blaesy feeling, and performance for the small but highly that.they will return to Trinity College to making others happy with his • BR
. " . ; .
...
hope he keeps on smiling,..
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The Diaghilev Era,
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Gold, Fizdale Give Dazzling Performance
By Melissa Maier
When Serge Diaghilev arrived in Paris in
1909 to present the Russian Imperial Ballet
to the European public, he was already
embarking on the second stage of his
brilliant career. His professed aim was to
show Russia to Europe- a Russia whose
culture had turned with the century away
from the realism of the Mighty Five to an
exotic and erotic impressionism. Already he
had in his intellectual magazine "The World
of Art" and in his collecting together of
young Russian artists (Stravinsky, Nijinsky, Fokine) endeavored to bring Europe
and Russia to the Russian people; later in
his discoveries of and collaborations with
Debussy, Picasso, Matisse, Cocteau, Satie,
Braques and others he would present
Europe to itself.
It was this era of the Russian "invasion"
of Europe that was explicated at some
length Sunday afternoon by the well-known
duo-pianists Gold and Fizdale. The program
consisted of lecture material, slides, and
musical examples.

Erik Satie's Morceaux en forme de Poire,
the first work to be performed, was the
score which so impressed Cocteau, that he
invited Satie to collaborate on a new ballet.
The result in 1917 was Parade, the cubist
ballet in which the talents of Cocteau,
Diaghilev, Satie, Picasso and Massine were
cataclysmicallyunited. The Morceaux,seven
in number, alternate Satie's antique style,
with that of Paris cafe music and Parisian
songs in ternary form. Like most of Satie's
piano music they are lacking in the
pyrotechnics more lavishly displayed in the
sonata by Poulenc, which was played before
the intermission. The Poulenc piece
features large dissonances, representing
cathedral bells, and a romantic melody in C
major. The performance was brilliant, and
the effect dazzling.
Gold and Fizdale have an almost indescribable finesse. Working so closely
together for so many years, they have built
a highly sophisticated rapport with one
another, it is true, but what is more unusual
and more thrilling is their rapport with the
music. It is not enough for all four hands to
hit the keys at precisely the same instant,

they must all carry the same nuance. It is
their evident preoccupation with expression
rather than interpretation that spellbinds an
audience to the music rather than the
personality; and distinguishes a Gold and
Fizdale from, say, a Ferrante and Teicher.
The same introverted style worked
wonderfully in the Apres-Midi d'un Faune of
Debussy, and in Stravinsky's Five Easy
Pieces (which he wrote for himself and
Diaghilev to play on quiet evenings at
home), which invariably made the audience
laugh. (Interestingly, Stravinsky also

belittled the necessity of interpretation in
music- they are Stravinsky's Five Pieces,
and never can be Gold and Fizdale's.)
Last on the program were three of the
Second Avenue Waltzes by the Italian
composer, Riete, played shimmeringly, of
course.
The whole program was remarkable in
every way- in the quality of the spoken
content, in the happy choice of not-too-many
slides, and in the sheer magic of the music of
the era of the "Russian occupation of
Paris."

Frager Superb

Soloist Joins Symphony
By David Seltzer
Haydn symphonies are as plentiful as the
elements of the periodic table, and like the
basic components of the universe, each one
of his works possesses unique properties.
Because of Haydn's prolific symphonic
output (104) one might be tempted to consider at least some of them no more original
than Gilbert O'Sullivan's latest hit. Conductor Arthur Winograd and the Hartford
Symphony disabused an appreciative
audience of that notion last Wednesday
night in their performance of Symphony
#101 at the Bushnell.
Winograd opened with "The Clock
Symphony," which has earned its sobriquet
from the metronomic tik-tok accompaniment of the woodwinds in the 2nd
movement. Such a work demands precision
and discipline, and the ensemble met this
task admirably.
From the classical symmetry of Haydn,
the orchestra next turned to the other
stylistic extreme of music in performing the
Adagio movement of Gustav Mahler's incomplete Symphony #10. With sweeping
gestures Mr. Winograd conjured forth
luxuriously Romantic chords. While enjoyable to watch, with the brasses grouped
en masse on risers upstage, the symphonic
fragment is complex and demanding to
listen to. I do not wish to be accused
Philistinism, but to this reviewer, parts of
the movement sounded vaguely like a
Teutonic version of the background music to
"Mannix." I'll write off that profound observation to unfamiliarity. Despite the internal turmoil, the movement happily

resolved itself on a major chord, and the
audience indicated its approval with warm
applause.
After intermission, soloist Malcolm
Frager joined the Symphony for the
Beethoven Fifth Piano Concerto, the
"Emperor." Any fears that this staple of
concert diet would fare adversely from
overkill were dispelled by Mr. Frager!s
vigorous performance.
In physical appearance, Mr. Frager is not
unlike a cross between a young Beethoven
and pensive Art Garfunkel. He is a
theatrical pianist, yet simultaneously he
exudes an air of nonchalance in playing. He
looked as if he actually enjoyed playing the
piece, a refreshing change from other
soloists who are as intense as if they were
taking law boards. With his easy-going
manner, swaying slightly back and forth in
his seat, the pianist translated his enthusiasm for the concerto to his audience.
He could play quite percussively, as in the
first movement, or perform in a gentler and
more sensitive idiom, as in the adagio. Mr.
Frager fully exploited the roller-coaster
arpeggios in the final movement: He would
play rallentando toward the top of the run as
if gravity were gradually impeding his
upward progress, and then speed full
throttle back down the keyboard toward the
lower register. The rousing ovation he
;
received was well-earned.
The next program, on November 28, includes Britten's "Four Sea Interludes" from
"Peter. Grimes," the Wieniawski Violin
Concerto in D minor, and Brahms' Symphony #3.

Dining Out

Carouse at Carbone's

Photo by Jodi Scala

By Howard Johnson
Italian cuisine of quality equalling that
found in the finest Roman restaurants may
be found at Carbone's, located at 588
Franklin Ave. in Hartford. A staff of 60
maintains the high standards of food and
service.
On a Wednesday night we found the
restaurant's front two dining rooms
moderately crowded with diners who were
obviously enjoying the congenial atmosphere, as well as their dinners. There
are also two back dining rooms which are
available for private functions.
We began our meal with homemade Pasta
al Pesta, a very flavorful concoction
prepared with ground parsley, garlic,
butter, cheese and cream. Not listed on the
menu, but readily available by request, is an
Insalada of fresh, tender raw spinach.
As seems to be the standard procedure
with many dishes at this restaurant, this
was prepared on a rolling cart brought to the
table equipped with a chafing dish and all
the components for the salad. The assistant
manager, Mr. Carl Carbone, whom we
observed acting as a perfect host to all,
prepared the salad for us himself by heating

tiny bits of bacon over a hot flame, then
adding vinegar which caused a burst of fire.
Finally he poured the hot bacon mixture
over the salad greens and thinly sliced red
onions, the finishing touch to an unusual and
excellent salad.
The atmosphere of Carbone's is so easy
and friendly, it was even condusive to our
sampling the dinner of our neighbors. They
had a seafood meal which came in such
generous portions that enabled them to offer
us a taste of tender lobster Fra Diavolo,
fried squid, linguine with clam sauce, and
shrimp.
We had eggplant parmigiani which
happily had a light coating of bread crumbs.
This dish was well seasoned and featured a
fine Italian tomato sauce. We also tried
Involtini Di Vitella, veal thinly pounded, and
rolled with a filling of chopped prosciutto,
spices, and cheese. Veal dishes similar to
this had been sampled at three other Hartford restaurants in the last three weeks.
This was by far the best. We had tender,
piping hot fried, breaded eggplant sticks for
our side dish.
Desert begins at every table with a large
basket of sugar powdered angel wings. You

may wish to try the traditional Sambucca
liquore and espresso coffee to top your meal.
Or if feeling brave, and have room after the
generous portions which have proceeded,
you might like the Baked Alaska or
cheesecake, or the more traditionally
Italian rumcake or spumoni.
We tried two varieties of an elaborately
prepared Italian coffee and Irish coffee,
suggested and again prepared by Mr.
Carbone himself. Again the cart was
brought out, this time loaded with bottles.
First, lemon was run across the top edges of
each glass, which were then powdered with
sugar. A little brandy placed in the bottom
of each glass was ignited, which crystallized
the sugar. Espresso, Galliano and Kahlua
made the basis for the Italian coffee, while
regular coffee, Irish Mist liquor, and Irish
whiskey made the foundation for the Irish
coffee. Both were generously topped with
whipped cream and were fairly potent
brews.
Though prices for each item on the menu
are moderate, a dinner of several courses
may be expensive. However, the atmosphere, food, and general style were all

well worth the price, so treat yourself and
have a pleasant dinner at Cr-rbone's,
Reservations are necessary on the weekend,
and Carbone's is closed Sunday's,

"Next" "The Lovliest Afternoon
And One-Acts Lift Off
By Curt Froemming

Two one-act plays, "Next" and "The
Lovliest Afternoon of the Year" were
performed last Tuesday afternoon initiating
this year's series of Lift-One Acts.
"Next" by Terrence McNally, directed by
Mitch Karlan '76 is a poignant, more-thansatiric exposure of the alienation felt during
the height of the Vietnam War. In "Next,"
McNally focuses not on draftage youth, but
rather on the pre-induction trauma of
middle-aged Marion Cheever (Peter
Phinney '77), Cheever's attitude reflecting
the "It can't happen here" mentality. The
role of Sgt, Theech, Nurse, was played by
Carol Livingston '76.
Cheever is a middle-aged, moderately
well-off manager of a Manhattan theater.
Cheever's is a Kafka-esque ordeal;
Theech's interrogation of his affairs
provokes Cheever into giving a personal
biography, compelling him to expose the
neuroses underlying his personal life.
Mitch Karlan's directing deserves special
praise. "Next" relies heavily on parody as a
structural device, and Karlan's direction
exploited the examination room parodies of
Cheever's pathetic sexuality. The alternation between the comic and serious
aspects of Cheever on stage intensifies as
the play develops, and Karlan facilitated the
development of the comic-serious dualism,
In one memorable vignette, as Theech
prepares to take Cheever's blood pressure,
the lid of the instrument box placed on
Cheever's groin pops up. The comment was
not lost on even the most imperceptive in"the
audience and gave a clue as to the parodic
relationship between Cheever's pathetic
sexual history both hetero and homosexual
as well as his submission to Theech. It was
comic slapstick astutely employed.
We see Cheever as a sexual masochist,
regressing to an unresolved feeling of
abandonment by his mother at her death. He
complains he never was allowed to say
goodbye. After a cursory psychological
testing by Theech, the table becomes
Cheever's psychoanalyst's couch. There is
genuine pathos here, and Phinney conveyed
it well. The pathos reaches bottom at the
play's end, when after Theech leaves,
assuring him that he's unfit for military
service, he dons her frock in a manic tit of
transvestism.
_

Phinney's performance demanded adroit
transition between manic farcicality and
intense, sincere petulance. At times
Phinney's portrayal of petulance and
paranoia could have been better integrated
into his establishment role without the play
degenerating into farce. His performance
was generally quite good in a role demanding adroit transitions between emotional
states of maturity, I felt Livingstone
overplayed her part in an inherently less
explorable role. Her Threech was emblematic of the malevolent force the draft
was widely regarded as at the height of the
Vietnam War. Theech insisted, "Yes, it can
happen anywhere," and can go further into
our personal lives than we would care to

believe.
"The Lovliest Afternoon of the Year" by
John Guare, and directed by Brian
McEleney '74 is a series of encounters
between "He" (Phil Riley '77) and "She"
(Gwen Parry '75). It is the idyllic Central
Park meeting between two people who
overcome their inhibitions and find that,
although "He" is a compulsive liar and
"She" hasn't spoken with a stranger since
her arrival in New York six months ago,
they can find their Camelot.
Riley's antic performance was flawed
because his characterization seemed

somewhat unimaginative, uninspired.
Parry's performance was also relatively
unimaginative in a play where imagination
is a vital factor for its success. She kept her
voice at an unvaried pitch throughout the
performance, which was disinteresting.
From the technical standpoint, the
production is to be applauded however, The
song "Carousel" from the film "Jacques
Brel" was enchanting. The merits of "Afternoon" are probably greater than implied
here, but the overall impression it gave was
one of a good high-school production,

This Week
ON CAMPUS MUSIC:
Taj Mahal, sponsored by M.H.B.O.G.,
Saturday, 8 p.m. in the Washington Room,
playing with Fandango. $3.75 Tickets on sale
-11-12 a.m. and 2-5 p.m. Mather Hall.
Folk Society:
Tonight, 10 p.m. Hamlin Hall - - F r e e
Music by Trinity Jazz musicians.
RECITALS:

• . - . . •

•• .

Organ, Friday, 8:15 in the Chapel; Dwight
Oarr '57, Wells College.
EXHIBITS:
Walpole, Watkinson Library
"Painting, Graphics and Sculpture", 3rd
Floor, Austin Arts.
David Levin, Photography, Lobby, Austin
Arts
FILMS;
Wednesday through Saturday; Pete 'N'
Tfflie (7:30); The Day of the Jackal (9:30).
Sunday through Tuesday: Th«? Last
Millionaire (7:30); La Notte (9:30).
DRAMA:
•
'
•
"Edward II" by Bertolt Brecht presented
by the Yale School of Drama at the Yale
Repertory Theatre, 222 York St., Nov. 13-17
at 8 p.m. Tickets $2.50. Call 562-9953.
"Getting Married" by George Bernard
Shaw will play through Dec. 16 at the
Hartford Stage Company. 525-4258.
MUSICALS:
"Two Gentlemen of Verona", November',
19 at the Bushnell. Also:
"Follies", Stephen Sondheim,November
14-18 at the Tower Theatre at the corner of
Asylum and Cogwells St. in the Hartford
Insurance Group Tower Building. The
Producer's Guild presents first of three
production.
OPERA:
Verdi's Ii Trovatore, Richard Tucker on
Wednesday at the Bushnell, 8 p.m.
MUSIC:
Itzhak Perlman, noted violinist at Millard
Auditorium, November 20, at the University
of Hartford, 8 p.m. 523-4811 ext. 346.
BUSHNELL:
Hartford Ballet Company, 1 & 2, "The
Nutcracker" (Tickets now). Dec. 9, Judy
Collins, 8:30 p.m.
JAZZ:
The Hartford Jazz Society presents "The
Big Band Sound" of The Berkelee Faculty
Concert Jazz Orchestra; Nov. 18, 8:30 p.m.
at Roberts Center Theatre at the Kingswood
School on Trout Brook Drive and Boulevard,
•W.-Hartford.-Call 242-6886.

' • • • - . ' . .
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Jay AAerwin, the lovable Lord Chancellor and Chris Jepson as Mercer the insubordinate clerk cavort in G.B, Shaw's,
'The Fantastic Foundling", directed by Tim Warren. This was fourth of the five one act plays in the Lift One-Act Series.

Goodman Rocky
But Shaw is Superb

By Tom McDonald

Those present for Friday'^ Lift One Acts
were exposed to two contrasting directorial
philosophies and stytes.
First on the bill was Kenneth Goodman's
"Dust of the Road", directed by Leslie
Poilock. I am not familiar withany of Mr.
Goodman's other work; however, after
seeing this drama, I am tempted to revel in
my ignorance. "Dust of the Road" is a
preachy bit of theater: it concerns the soul
of Judas Iscariot, a soul which rises on
Christmas Day to torment a dishonest
couple.
Fortunately, Ms. Pollock was well aware
of the shortcomings of the piece: she
recognized that the play was full of "so
many loaded lines! It could easily lend itself
to melodrama." Yet, she felt that she could
hammer Goodman's work into something
more rich, more hard-hitting than soap
opera. Thus, she set out to downplay the
didacticism, to concentrate upon the
psychological motivations and interactions
of the characters. A tall order, indeed!
In shaping her vision of Goodman's play,
then, Ms. Pollock concentrated upon mood
and tone. The anguished blackout which
began the show, the interesting music
composed by the director, and Dodd
La timer's sinister lighting blended together
quite nicely to create an immediate impression of guilt, anguish, and agitation.
However, the script often intruded to break
this mood: bits of moralizing, sentimental
cliches, and obvious? symbolism.tickled the

funny-bone more than once* Intense
moments were lot t in the shuffle.
Undaunted by their lines, however, the
actors fought on bravely. Barry Douglas did
a commendable job as Judas: he was able to
keep a straight face throughout. What is
more, he added much to the overall mood of
the piece. With his ethereally ominous voice
and ghost-like movements, he conveyed a
sense of suppressed pain and subdued
Angst. Margi Sutro also put in a good performance as the less than stainless
Prudence Steele, Chip Rome's conception of
the Uncle was a bit too shakey and jittery for
my taste. Finally, in his portrayal of Peter
•Steele, Phil Studwell simply could not
overcome the bad script. He had to struggle
with dialogue so wooden it could have been
written by Edgar Bergen. As a result, his
moments of confrontation with Judas, which
should have been the high points of the play,
turned into rather awkward and embarrassing exchanges.
Suffice it to say, then, that Ms. Pollock
and company did what they could with Mr
Goodman's work. The script was simply a
dog : perhaps it should not have been
unleashed upon the public,
The second one-act, "The Fantastic
Foundling", stood in direct contrast to
Dust oTthe Road". This play is, quite
simply, a light farce. Shaw himself called it
a tomfoolery" designed to provoke
irresponsible laughter from the audience "
ihe work seems to fit In quite nicely with

director Tim Warren's theory that "the
theater must put aside the vulgarity of Its
psychological pretensions and begin afresh
by presenting a frail and unassuming reality
that makes no attempt to challenge or
educate its audience." Indeed, "The Fantastic Foundling" does not challenge: it has,
little, if any plot; it is a comic celebration.
Warren was able to capture and enhance
this sense of celebration of comic
exuberance. The show was fast-paced,
lively, and very, very funny. Warren
downplayed the social themes hinted at
throughout the play: he made the audience
aware of the absurdity which lay beneatn
those themes, of the comedy inherent m an
forms of known interaction.
The director was ably assisted in his
endeavor by four wonderful actors. Jiw
Fairbrother did a fine job as the fligntiiy
romantic Horace Brabazon. Jay Merwin
was lecherously lovable as the Lor°
Chancellor. Chris Jepsen portrayed the notso-humble clerk Mercer with great comic
aplomb. But, best of all, Tucker Ewing: stole
the show as Anastasia Vulliamy. At one
moment helpless and at the next com
mandeering, she had total control ot ner
role; as the center point of the drama, sw
handled herself quite admirably.
An amusing play, fin« actors, a de
fully mad director, and a roaring a"*
this. I feel, is what the theater is aU
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TWO Sponsors "Taking It Off
By Anne Corneel
The play Taking It Off, directed by Judith
Swift and written by Mark Halliday, was
presented in the Washington Room,
November 11 at 2:30 p.m. It was an hour and
a half presentation consisting of a sequence
of events, divided by black-outs, occurring
at Pleasant Valley Beauty Camp, a place to
turn fat, ugly women into beautiful, thin
ones, thereby solving all their problems in
three weeks for the price of one grand a
week.
Taking It Off was presented by the Rhode
Island Feminist Theater, "an acting ensemble which began working in February,
1973. Dedicated to the art of ensemble
theater and to the politics of feminism,
RIFT is working to create original expressions of our personal, collective and
social experiences speaking to and for men
as well as women."
The play starred Edward Baker, Nancy
Buell, Mark Halliday, Susan Juvelier,
Jessica Murray, Fred Radway, Dennis
Sykes and Lucy Winner.
Four women, brought together by their
desire to lose weight, become increasingly
rebellious as they realize they are paying to
be put down and processed. The men in the
play the camp director, psychiatrist,
athletic director, and cook are convinced of
the childishness and inferiority of their
guests. The men however, are too cowardly
to admit how wrong they are because that
would destroy their racket.
For props which worked well and added
an interesting dimension to the program,
consisted of two screens and a two-and-ahalf foot unit shaped like a doughnut with an
opening at one side and six feet in diameter.
There was a long folding silver screen at the
back which served as a somewhat distorting
mirror, and to the right and behind the
action was a movie screen flashing ads for
women's products. During the play it was
used to show photographs of the husband of
one of the women and the secretary with
whom he is having an affair while the wife is
at Pleasant Valley.
At times Taking It Off was trite, but it was
lively and entertaining. Although presented
in the microcosm of a Bit farm, and acted by
characters who sometimes verged on the
stereotyped, the play was effective because
it presented conflicts and raised questions
that confront all of us.

Photo by Dan Kelman

Lucy Winner wets her pants, while Susan Juvelier playfully rebukes and Jessica Murray looks on during the Rhode
Island Feminist Theater production of "Taking it Off". TWO sponsored the group Nov. 1i in the Washington Room.

WALK INN
RESTAURANT
1786 Broad St.
Near New Britain Ave.
Steaks-Chops-Pizza
Italian Specialties
Liquors
524-1334
OPEN SUNDAYS
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FORGET!

They duplicated one man too many
They had to find him.
STARTS
And kill Mm.
"Cloning (laboratory duplication) of frogs has
already been successful...unless research Is
stopped the technology for the cloning of human
beings might be available within anything from
ten to twenty-five years."
—Senator John Tunney,
Saturday Revli

WEDNESDAY
NOV. 14th

MELNICK'S
Special CLOSE-OUT SALE
IN OUR

CASUAL "DUNGEON" DEPT.
I Special Selection WINDBREAKERS
LEVI JEANS,
&
ZASUAL FLAIRS
SKI PARKAS
&
Reg.$10-$65
IB ELL BOTTOMS
NOW
1 Reg. $8.00-$15.00
SUY l at Regular
Turtle Neck
2nd Pair FREE
SWEATERS

MATHER VESTS
Reg.$25-$50
Now

Reg. $10.00

NOW ONLY

50% Off
Limited Selection
of*
BELTS
$

1.00 And Up

496 FARMINGTON AVENUE
(NEAR THE CINERAMA)
the friendliest men's shop in town
HARTFORD, CONN. 0*105
TELEPHONE 232-4405
FREE STOREFRONT PARKING
OPEN DAILY
9-6
THURS.&FRI.
MASTERCHARGE
fit 8:30
ACCEPTED

CLONES

It may team like selonca fiction...Sut it is IMMMMI an selenco fact
siirrin, Michael Greene • Gregory Sierra • Otis Young . Susan Hunt «a John Barrymore Jr.
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Rally
Nixon's impeachment to the Hartford
citizens. It is possible they too will join us on
Thursday as another force urging Nixon's
impeachment.
We hope the faculty will allow students to
participate in Thursday's rally by extending any pressing papers, tests, or
reading, that they might have previously
assigned.

We, the editorial board, strongly urge
those who feel President Nixon should be
impeached to attend the rally at the Hartford Federal Building this Thursday,
November 15, at 12 noon,
Nixon's recent actions concerning the two
supposedly "non-existent" tapes and the
loss of a third tape further substantiates our
claim about his lack of integrity.
Thus, we can not overstress the importance of showing our support for Nixon's
impeachment. It is only in numbers that we
can influence Congress to accelerate the
process toward this impeachment.
Public pressure is and will be the
essential determining factor, which will
convince Congress to act. Thursday's rally
is one form of public pressure, in which we
all can participate.
It is also essential we show our support for

'innuendoes'
To the Editor:
Vierlng says in defense of the quota, "a
majority of the females prefer to be where
the odds are in their favor."
The odds?? I had not been aware that we
were actually here in a giant lottery. What
do I win? A man to call me his own? Apparently Mr. Viering has yet to realize that
women enter college seeking an education,
not a hubby.
Thomas A. Smith is quite right in his
assertion that there is "no hard evidence of
any discrimination against women" here.
Of course there isn't, Mr. Smith; soft innuendoes work so niceiy.
Annie Donnelly

6

ecology9

To the Editor:
Many people have expressed an interest in
recycling and ecology-related projects. To
best carry out these tasks, it is extremely
important that everyone interested get
involved. Thus, if you have an interest (or
even questions) in becoming active in trying
to save the Trinity College environment,
please send me your name and box number,
and I will try to, arrange a meeting as soon
as possible.
Peter Basch'74
Box 854

'roadies'
To the Editor:
Mr. Monkey and Mr. Bone, I have just

finished reading your article entitled,
"Freshman Roadies" and am replying to
your reference to Wheaton College which
you listed as one of the women's schools "in
the hunt for roadies".
First of all, I am surprised that a student
from Trinity College (female or male) is
capable of composing such a simple-minded
article. Unfortunately, this article
illustrates that the mental caliber of Trinity
students has degenerated to such a degree
that an article of this type has to be used as a
filler in a once, seemingly acceptable paper.
It is no wonder that Trinity has not been
accepted into the Ivy League. The poor
attempt at humor falls on it's (sic) face and
the authors in vain employ various perverse
techniques to grasp the reader's attention,
which as the article progresses, eventually
dies.
I consider myself lucky that Wheaton
College is one of the longest drives from
Trinity College for it would be rather
boresome to have little boys like Wild Bill
Monkey and Hopalong Bone hanging around
the campus longingly staring at the
Wheaton College Dormitories with "dayglowing" lumps stuck in their wallets.
In spite of all this garbage in the article,
the childish crudeness was rather amusing
and we all had a good laugh at an example of
writing which epitomizes poor journalism.
May I suggest in the future, if the TRIPOD
is that desperate for something to take a
little walk down; to Weaver High School
where I'm sure they can copy down some
graffiti off the lavoratory walls and publish
it so as to keep up the high level of intelligence exhibited in previous issues.
Mclntire4
Wheaton College
Norton, Mass.

•**

We commend those who wrote letters last
week, and we urge those who have not yet
written their congressmen and senators to
write them immediately.
*•*

Again, we urge the Trinity community to
join in a movement, which seeks to maintain a true democracy.

(Editor's reply- Firstly, it hardly seems
valid to criticize all Trinity students on the
basis of the opinions of two, Secondly, you
drew similar negative conclusions about the
TRIPOD from the same scanty evidence.
Thirdly, wis are interested In your definition
of "poor journalism" in the context of a
column. And finally, we can cite a large
number of Trinity students who go on
Wheaton "roadies" frequently. They would
not go so often if your fellow females were
"unfriendly" to them. Evidently you have
not benefltted from Trinity students
"roadies.")

'frats'
To the Editor:
Since the authors, Profit of Doom, Wild
Bill Monkey, and Hopalong Bone, either
don't have the conviction to back what they
write or the courage to admit to writing such
articles I must address this letter to them
through you.
I must apologize for our immature
behavior which apparently has offended
you. Indeed, we find your articles extremely
amusing and always written in the test of
tastes.
Perhaps you could come up with some
other clever things to make our meals more
interesting or even join us some night to
discuss politics during the middle of one of
our food fights. We'd like to have you attend
one of our parties but I'm afraid that
someone might get sick all over you as beer,
unlike other pleasures, occasionally tends to
upset the stomach.
If this isn't to your liking, why then we'll
just have to ask that you join us on our next
Roadie so that we may learn from watching
you in action with all the young lovelies

We wish that you could be among our
chosen few except that your maturity is not
conducive to becoming one of our brothers,
Sincerely,
David A. Rountree

'eligibility'
To the Editor:
I have recently received a letter from
Peter Basch, Chairman of the Student
Executive Committee, to the effect that I
will not be able to hold the office which I won
In a legal election last spring. I was elected
to the TCC and MHBOG before I knew that I
would be away for the fall semester. As soon
as I discovered I would not be at Trinity for
the Christmas Term I immediately wrote to
President Loekwood to ask what the
procedure was and if it wouldn't be possible
to have someone attend the offices in my
behalf for the first term and I would then,
second term, be able to assume my duties
and fulfill the posts. Dr. Lockwood did not
give me consideration of a reply. I l"ter
obtained a reply from Del Shilkret telling
me that I was not eligible to assume my
positions, and then the letter from Peter
Baseh telling me that Dean Shilkret s
reasons for deciding this were not accurate
but I still would not be able to assume my
duties on my return on the basis that it
would be "both inefficient and impractical.
I do not question the decision but simply
question the process by which the decision
was reached. Since " ...as yet the SEC has no
definite rules regarding terms of office tor
people it runs elections for..." it seems to me
a bit arbittary to have my position usurpe"
to make it easier for Mr. Smith and Mr.
Linehan.
Jeff Clark
London, England
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Inside
Magazine
Tuesday, November 13

Lockwood's Annual Report Predicts
Trinity's Situation for Next 5 Years
Behind these expressions of uneasiness looms, I am convinced, n deep concern about the general purposes of higher education and the specific role of
the independent liberal arts college.-At Trinity we have tried to anticipate
these very basic questions for which, admittedly, there exist no easy answers.
We have put our house in order. We have met the immediate financial issues
forthrightly by balancing the budget in 1971 and in each year since then.
Most especially have we at Trinity been concerned about defining our purposes as an institution, for such purposes determine how we govern ourselves
and how we use our resources. To that end I chose the occasion of our 150th
Anniversary to present a paper entitled "A Core of"Conviction." That address
set down the main philosophical considerations underlying Trinity's approach
to undergraduate education. I shall not repeat those observations here; but I
do feel compelled to emphasize again how those purposes distinguish Trinity's
position from that of other institutions at a time of national debate about the
goals proper to higher education.
At Trinity College we are concerned with the individual's search for values.
We believe that search must occur in an academically stimulating and open
environment. We oppose the use of the College to seek a new structure for
society in the future — the most recent expression of those who want higher
education to correct current failings. And, much as we realize the importance
of the pursuit of new knowledge in America's universities, at Trinity our
primary obligation is an understanding of the great individual and social
problems of life.'-"

Photo by Lloyd Wolf

According to President Theodore Lockwood, the objective of this
year's Annual Report is to "provide anyone inside the College with
basic information'1' concerning Trinity's present situation, as well as
his forecast for the next five years. This year's Annual Report is
unique/ he said/ because it does provide a look to the future instead of
examining the past year. There is nothing comparable to this Annual
Report in other small colleges, he said.

(The/ollowing is the complete text of President Theodore Lockwood'a 19721973 Annual Report. We have inserted student comment about various sections
of his Annual Report throughout the Report in order to indicate student reaction
to the Report itself,)

ON LOOKING AHEAD
This Annual Report departs from the traditional suffimary ot past events.
Instead, as the title suggests, it turns to planning for tire future. It isnotsimply
a buw fa Satchel Paige's wisdom about not looking over your shoulder for
fear something may be catching up with you; rather it is a frank recognition
that a failure to ponder the future will remove our freedom to respond creatively to-the challenges confronting us.
There are other reasons for this year's topic. In-an age in which American
society is shaken by the recent past, anxious about the present and uncertain
about the future, education must review its assumptions and practices. We
began that process five years ago when public confidence "in the management"
of colleges and universities was severely disturbed by campus confrontations.
Soon thereafter people became increasingly aware of a financial crisis born
of rapid growth during the 1960's. Colleges had to show that they were, or
could become, "efficient" in the use of limited resources. The response at the
highest lever of government only confirmed the depth of this questioning.
Congressional action "has at best been tentative, and administration commitment [to new funding] has at best been selective."

The debate on purposes will continun. The task of translating general convictions into detailed, workable guidelines has already begun at Trinity, It is
a task in which all of us must participate. But, if our planning is to deal effectively, and sensitively, with the wide spectrum of pressing issues, wo need
basic information. Therefore, this Annual Report brings together information
drawn from Trinity's recent experience, along with projections honed down
to what J hope are reasonable expectations for the balance of this decade. It
is not a blueprint; it is n working document, a resource paper for future planning. We have not reached stasis: we need the flow of new ideas and new
methods if we are to use the occasion to strengthen this institution.
Inevitably the bulk of my remarks -involves financial factors. That consideration should not lead us (o forget fhnl, in the end, our goal is the education
of the individual. We have only to think back a few years. When it became
clear that private colleges faced a dual problem of curricular rigidity and
fiscal insecurity, Trinity-responded first by redesigning ils programs, by combining flexibility with innovation in a manner that has placed us at the forefront
of rigorous liberal learning without trapping us in irretrievable commitments.
We have gained financial stability. Now we must move forward by achieving
a fresh consensus as to where we wish Trinity to be five or ten years hence.
It is within such a perspective that I have the privilege of presenting the 1973
Annual Report.
A quotation from a recent plnnning paper may tend this aspiration some
piquancy. Professor tvnr Berg of Columbia University wrote, "I personally
have no doubt that higher education is adrift. I sense ihnt it is not enough to
conduct elections among the crew members, change captains, or convene
courts-martial for mutineers. Nor is it'adequate to curse the forces buffeting
the crew, it sailed the educational craft straight into the storm." Metaphors
hove a knack of getting out of control. Yet, the temptation is irresistible to
add that Trinity hns ridden out the storm very well indeed and now, quite
properly, is paying close attention to precise; compass readings!
I

•

What national trends may influence Trinity during the balance of this
decade? The question subdivides into those aspects for which we have some
documentation and those which are purely speculative.
After the educational boom of !he 19f>0'.s, many voices asked whelher all
'•'I mention ihnst! concerns' in lifilit uf thu most ri'ccnl CirnnKin Ixwk on Tim I'tiijiosra mid
the Performance of HIR/UJI1 Ei/ucdd'mi in I/K: lluituil SUitna (Curni'sii' Commission, funn,
197;)), n sludy devoted lo-annly/.ing out, albeit briefly, the amlcndinii iittilosophicol views,
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who attended college profited from the experience. In more moderate tones,
others asked if it might make better sense for some to work first and then, as
they sensed a need for advanced study, to enter an appropriate collegiate
program. No one can forecast how public opinion may influence young people's attitudes toward undergraduate study, but it is clear that earlier assumptions about the necessity of a baccalaureate degree may not prevail. Therefore,
the demand for higher education, to which we have become accustomed, may
not persist.
Similarly, the rising interest in alternative means for the delivery of educational services — that not-so-felicitous phrase now so popular — poses an
issue for the traditional,.residential institution. Will students elect vocational
programs, part-time regional centers, and community collages more frequently
than they have in the; past? It is clear thai at the national level the concern
for relating education to manpower needs will encourage experimentation of
a sort that could reduce the number applying to traditional-liberal arts colleges. These may well become; a more distinctive alternative within the larger
realm of .higher education, At Trinity we would welcome a reversal of the
trend which has persisted for so long; namely, that every institution should
aspire to replicate the quality and range of programs typically offered at the
most prestigious'independent institutions, Certainly this college cannot offer
sufficient Variety—: nor should it try — to, accommodate the,range of needs
represented in a crossrsection of American youth. We have a commitment to
an education in which students of uncommon ability engage with an exemplary
faculty in pursuing significant material rigorously and in which the question
of values is central.
,
,

i

•

•

•

The implications1 of this commitment-are clear: We must seek and attract
students of the highest academic potential; we must remain selective in our
admissions policy; and we must continue a challenging academic environment which will fulfill the goals and develop the abilities of the students who
entrust their education to Trinity College.
President Lockwood'a realization of the trends away from traditional institutional education In the next five years Is an accurate and necessary one.
His consideration of the uncertain position In which conventional liberal arts
colleges, such as Trinity, may find themselves Is Important; colleges must be
aware of the changing world around them if they are to help students gain any
kind of worthwhile education.
Lockwood faces the fact If Trinity maintains the present academic and extracurricular programs while the demand for "alternative means for the
delivery of educational services" increases, Trinity's applications for admission may decrease significantly. He admits the necessity for an awareness
of changing educational conditions but he virtually rejects the direct challenge
of this academic experimentation and change In his future plans for Trinity.
Lockwood seems to feel that the high quality of the nebulous 'Trlntty
education' will be directly threatened if any kind of alternative educational
programs were to be established (or even considered) as part of that education.
Without flexible and truly open-minded educational policy and action, Trinity
will be in danger 0/ losing touch with the ideas and values of the rest of the
world. Trinity then may also be In danger 0/ propogating useless and outdated
learning processes and results.
Perhaps President Lockwood feels that Trinity should be kept a traditional
institution as an option for those students with traditional educational values. It
is admirable to consider this Idea and not to get swept along with the present
tide of radical change simply to attract more applicants.
It seems much more likely however that Trinity will lose rather than gain
applicants in refusing to assimilate alternate educational programs and create
new opportunities for learning.
If tfie growing demands for non-traditional education are as great as
President Lockwood states in his report, then Trinity's committment should not
be to remain educationally stagnant, but to search for ways to integrate the
present traditionally-oriented education at Trinity with the new education
theories and forms which will undoubtedly appear in the five years. This would .
be the potential basis for the highest quality liberal arts education.
—Martha Cohen '76

To achieve these intentions, we must recognize and deal effectively with
certain factors influencing Trinity's future course. First, the current trend in
higher education enrollments indicates that the rate of growth for private
institutions has now slowed, falling considerably short of predictions made
but a few years ago. During the 1960's enrollments in colleges and universities
in this country doubled. The percentage of the college-age group attending
college during that same decade increased from 23 percent to 35 percent.
However, as Table 1 indicates, this growth was largely confined to public
institutions. Over the same time period, the percentage of college students
enrolled in private institutions fell from approximately 40 percent to 25 percent as the public sector grew. Second, as the table suggests, private college
enrollments are projected to grow only slightly through 1977 and then decline through 1980. In comparison, public college enrollments are expected to
increase, even though many are uncertain about the extent of growth. ';
NUMBER OF
STUDENTS
(MILLIONS)

Table 1
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE COLLEGE ENROLLMENTS*

For Trinity these considerations are of importance for msvunil reasons,
First, several highly regarded private institutions have already experienced
decreases in numbers of applicants, and an alarming number of independent
colleges have been unable to attract sufficient applicants to fill desired class
sizes. It is obvious that the able student today has many more options than
existed five years ago. In addition, several of those institutions with whom
we share a sizeable number of our applicants plan to expand for financial
reasons. The consequences of all those (rends will bear watching closely, and
it now seems clear that faculty and administration must give .special attention
to the admissions question.
Over the past half-decade, Trinity'.1! enrollments have generally reflected
national trends. A 10 percent increase in enrollment from J,27.') students in
1968-69 to 1,1)19 students in 1071-72 compares to an overall national increase
of 15 percent and a private four-year institution increase of 10 percent over
the same period, It must be noted, however, that recruit enrollment increases
at Trinity were a direct result of the College's decision to admit women. For
strong academic reasons and because of limitation!) in residential space, we
shall hold the College for the immediate future to its present l,(S0() students.

Table 2
TRINITY FRESHMAN APPLICATIONS AND ACCEPTANCES*
Yoor Appl/od
1909
1970
1971
1972
W7'.i

1

Source: OFFICE OF EDUCATION*. 1972

1
1970
YEARS

1975

740
930

38.0n/ii
37.2"/u

1033
.

110(i
1050

ni.r»".'o

Table 3 indicates the significant increase in women applicants, particularly
in 1973 when Trinity received a record 991 female applications. As shown,
male applications for 1973 numbered 1,426. While lower than the number of
men who applied in 1969, 1970, and 1971, the 1973 figure represents an increase from the previous year and is equal to the total pool of men applying
in 1968.
Table 3

D ACCEPTANCES-— BY SEX*
Year Applied

Applications

Acceptances

Percentage

Male
Female

1711
259

599
149

35.0%
57,5%

Male
Female

1690
831

004

35.7% '•

334

40.2%'

Male
Female

1525
900

(55(5
377

43.0%
41.9%

1972

Male
Female

1418
844

722
444

50.9%
52.6%

1973

Male
Female

142fi
991

670
380

47.0%
38.3%

1969

1970

In terms of matriculation, the percentage of accepted applicants who have
enrolled at Trinity has fluctuated around 40 percent in the last four years.
The percentage of accepted male applicants enrolling has remained fairly
constant since the advent of coeducation, increasing in the last two years.
However, with the exception of 1971 the percentage of accepted women applicants committing themselves to Trinity has decreased over this period, no
•doubt a reflection of the large number of men's colleges which have recently
become coeducational Tables 4 and 5 depict these trends,

PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS

1965

Panumtago

•Source: Trinity College Admissions Office. Annual Summary

V

1960

2417

Acceptances

As Table 2 indicates, in 1973 Trinity received a total number of 2,417 completed applications for the freshman class, a significant increase over .the
number in 1972. Trinity responded favorably to 1,050 of those applications,
or 43.4 percent.

8_

PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS

Applications
1970
2521
2425
2262

Source: Trinity Collide Admissions Office., Anmiiil Summary

1971

9-
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Contrasting to rates of growths in other sectors of higher education, enrollments in liberal arts colleges have increased only slightly in recent years.
For example, as compared to a 78 percent increase for all higher education
institutions between 1963" and 1970, enrollments in liberal arts colleges increased only 22 percent. Although they comprised 25 percent of the institutions of higher education in 1970, liberal arts colleges accounted for a mere
8 percent of total national enrollments/'
Differences between past projections and subsequent statistical realities
compel one to approach futures trends in higher education with considerable
uncertainty. If one is cautious, he assumes that unrollmcmt.s in private institutions may have levelled off. In contrast, nthurH anticipate that past growth will
continue through this decade and then stabilize before! increasing again during
the 1990's. What seems reasonably certain, however, is (hat llio independent
sector is unlikely to experience imrollmunt growth of any significance in
the near future. -Moreover, if COHIM assume) grealur importance in the applicant's choice between institutions, onrnllnicntM in private institutions may
well shrink perceptibly, unless tin; pattern of funding in higher education
changes substantially.

1980
•New Students qndNew Flips', A Report of the Carnegie Commission
UoMNew York: McGraw-Hill, 1971),
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ENROLLMENT OF ACCEPTED, TRINITY APPLICANTS*

90_

1969

1970
1971
YEAR OF APPLICATION

1973

1972

Table 5
ENROLLMENT OF ACCEPTED TRINITY
APPLICANTS — BY SEX*

100.,
90

10

1973
1970
1971
1972
YEAR OF APPLICATION
•Source: Analysis of Selected Statistics on Recent Experience in Admissions,
Professor WARD S. CURRAN, Director of Institutional Planning, Trinity College
1969

Drawing conclusions from our own experience in recent years is a difficult
task since the statistical evidence undoubtedly reflects non-quantifiable variables and factors unique to certain time periods. Despite these limitations,
however, we must reasonably conclude that Trinity faces an increasing challenge in attracting and enrolling qualified applicants. Competition from the
public sector and from those schools with which Trinity traditionally vies
for the exceptional student will continue to grow. As discussed below, fiscal
constraints may limit financial aid, thereby discouraging many scholarship
candidates from applying and many needy, accepted applicants from enrolling.
A sizeable number of Trinity applicants, not included in the tables, are
students seeking transfer from other institutions. Historically, the College
discouraged transfer applications, and as late as 1969 only 141 applied. However, we have recently sought an increase in such applications so as to
provide greater flexibility in enrollment and to gain needed experience with
this growing practice among institutions, particularly as students more frequently choose to interrupt their education. Table 6 reveals the increasing
importance of this significant pool of applicants to Trinity's total enrollment
and the quality of our student body.
Table 6
TRANSFER ADMISSIONS TO TRINITY COLLEGE*
Year
Applied

Applications Acceptances.

Percentage'

Enrollments

Percentage'

1970
Male
Female
Total

225
79
304

55
13
68

24.4%
le-S'/o
22.4%

37
12
49

67-.3V0
92.3°/u

1971
Male
Female
Total

319
152
471''

52
25
77

16.3%
16.4%
' 16.3%

35
20
'•':55"'

67.3%
BO.OVo
. . 71.4°.'o

1972
:.-Male •
.. Female
Total

281'
168
449

62

. • ; ; 2 2 . 1 % .•
,•19.0% *

1973
Male
Female
Total

' '"•

32

,84 ,

189
266

43
49

455

92

21,0%
22.7%
18.4%
20.2%

>!«.'
,:.,26-!
. . . . 67
23
•'35
58

72.1%i

, .,. . 6 8 . 1 %
; !

"' 81.3%
71.3%
53,5%
'71.4%
63.0%

'••Source: ^Analysis of Selected Statistics on Hece/it Experience in Admissions, Professor
Ward S. Curran, Trinity College;
'Percentage of appiicatipns accepted.
,•
.
1
Percentage of accepted applicants enrolled.
Admission to Trinity College remains rigorous. Despite the growing competition for applicants and financial pressures on student aid.Trinity continues,
to enroll the highly qualified student. Well over 60 percent of each incoming
class consists of students standing in'the first quintile of their class, and of
these, a significant majority rank in.the top tenth of their class. But now the
competition is greater, and thus the .challenge is greater. One of our primary
goals for the future must be to ensure that the entering student remains the
exceptional individual whose academic potential justifies the significant educational opportunities the College provides.

*
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President Lockwood states that for the next few years, one of Trinity's most
serious problems will be attracting qualified applicants. He has good reason to
believe this. Due to the decreasing birth rate in the years 19S6-1960, fewer
students will be graduating from the nation's high schools. As tuition costs rise,
more of these students may choose to attend state colleges. It is unlikely that
any substantial aid will be coming from Washington or from Connecticut to help
Trinity keep down costs. In spite of this predicted decline in prospective
students, Wesleyan and Mt. Holyoke with whom Trinity shares applicants, have
decided to expand. Students generally favor Wesleyan and Holyoke over Trinity
because of the former schools' higher academic reputations.
There is very little Trinity can do to overcome these factors and trends. In the
coming years, there will be more places in small private colleges, and fewer
prospective students to fill them. Trinity does not have the funds to raise its
academic reputation and thereby attract the increasingly scarce qualified
students. To do that, we would need tohlre more professors, expand the library,
and provide more financial aid.
Trinity could take one step, however, to ease the situation. If the quota were
abolished and the college made every effort to recruit qualified women as well
^
as men, the applicant pool might be increased, or at least maintained. When
qualified applicants are scarce, it is suicidal as well as Immoral to discriminate
against women.
-Sheila DriscolJ, 78
The graphs accompanying PresCdent Locfewood's summary of admissions
reveal two trends.
One trend is healthy; it shows that the number of applicants to Trinity increased dramatically from 1987 tp 1973. This must indicate that Trinity U
becoming more attractive to applicants.
The second trend is somewhat disturbing; of the applicants who were accepted
fewer decided to enroll. This might indicate that Trinity U being used as a bach
up for the more prestigious "Ivy League" schools. It seems that if Trinity
wishes to thrive in the future, it should offer an alternative, not a bach-up, to a
Princeton or a Yale. Trinity should look/or the student who demands academic
excellence, but is willing to sacrifice some course breadth to gain the ad~
vantages of a small academic environment. Trinity's size allows close relations
between /acuity and student. It allows a student with a paticular interest to
design a special project in either IDP, ISP, tutorial, or open semester. This feind
of one to one learning opportunity is simply not available on the undergraduate
level at the bigger schools.
At one point in his report, President Lockwood states, "fiscal restraints may
limit financial aid, thereby discouraging many candidates from applying and
. many needy, accepted individuals from enrolling." A lock of scholarships effectively controls the kind of student body Trinity will have. If only a small
number of those accepted can be given financial aid, the student body will
always consist largely of white-upper-middle-class students. This is undesirable for two reasons: it hurts the quality of the student body and means
that Trinity students will never learn to get along with people from different
backgrounds, a valuable aspect of any education.
A highly diverse student body is essential for a complete, stimulating
education; Trinity must make whatever efforts it can to increase financial aid,
evenifitmeanssubjectingfreshmentoJonesHallforanother30years.
•JimCobbs,'7S
Before turning to financial aid, I should mention one other program which
may have an important influence on the number of non-residential students at
Trinity. The Individualized Degree Program has attracted national notice, and
we have sixteen adults enrolled. The interest in continuing education may
well lead to this program's becoming a significant source of new students,
II
Intimately related to an institution's ability to attract the. kind of student
body it prefers is the extent and kind of financial aid available. Ever since
World War II this country has sought to implement the philosophy that those
who may profit from higher education should have the opportunity without
regard to their ability to pay- Hence, at all levels there has been an effort to
provide various forms of financial assistance to economically indigent students: grants, loans, and work pi&grams. State and federal programs have
played a major role in permitting needy students to think realistically about
attending the college of their choice. Independent colleges have also generously complemented these programs with endowed scholarship funds! and
financial aid drawn from operating revenues. This commitment has distinguished American higher education; we should take pride in our willingness
to open our colleges and universities to all qualified candidates regardless of
their ability to pay. This commitment has been in the best interests of this
country, and at the institutional level it has assured a diversity in the student
body so essential-to a strong academic environment.
But for Trinity the effort has put an unavoidable strain on it's finances. The
College moved aggressively during the sixties to increase its student financial
support, and thus we built in a long-term obligation. During the last three
years we have been forced to cut back the amount drawn down from current
operations for scholarship assistance. Unhappily this action'has coincided
with a period of considerable confusion as to the future forms of federal support in .particular. What the future may hold is unclear: in all likelihood it will
be at least three to four yeats before any new" national policy is: implemented.
Fortunately, in the case of Connecticut, financial aid from the State has increased to the benefit,of both.the:area's,students and the private colleges and
universities.
Trinity's experience has been illustrative.of prevailing trends nationally
among private institutions. The following table shows what we have done.
Since tuition- costs have risen while the total amount of financial aid has re• mained constant," we are helping fewer students than in the sixties. Furthermore, we have had greater difficulty attracting competent students" from
outside the high income levels. And we have had similar difficulty in maintaining our commitment to minority students. It has become painfully apparent that, unless we can reverse-this trend, we shall reduce the diversity
of our student body and polarize our situation between the affluent and the
needy. In the process the student coming from the middle income bracket
with a modest financial need is being squeezed out. We regard this development as a serious threat to Trinity's goals. ,.
Table 7 depicts the trend in financial aid at Trinity. During the last college
year, 22 percent of the student body received assistance, a drop from the
1968-69 level of- 31 percent. While the student body grew,by 27 percent during
this time, the number of aid recipients decreased from 389. to 359, Once again,
part of the reason has been the rise in the cost of attending college, But, as
the data also indicate, increases in grant funds have failed to keep pace with
the rises in tuition and associated expenses.
: '. . . ' . . • '
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Table 7
TRINITY COLLEGE FINANCIAL AID*

Year

Percentage of Percentage per Capita
Aid Recipients EnroIImentf Students on Aid
Grant/Tuition

1968-69

389

1273

31%

22°/o

1969-70

395

1342

29°/o

24%

1970-71

399

1452

27%

21%

1971-72

379

1476

26%

20%

1972-73

359

1611

22%

17%

TRINITY TRIPOD

^ » u n i v e r s i t y Tables 8 and 9 set forth both the dollars received in each category

and the percentage which each represents against total revenues, with comparisons to fiscal year 19G8-09.
Table 8
DOLLARS
(MILLIONS)

COMPARISON OF TRINITY COLLEGE REVENUES;
1908-09 vs. 1973-74 BUDGET

*Source: Miss Robin J, Wassarsug, Director of Financial Aid, Trinity Collejjo
tNot included in this definition are special, transfer, and pnrt-timo students.

The implications of such statistics are self-evident. Although Trinity held
down scholarship expenditures for understandable reasons over the past throe
years, we know that we are fast approaching a dilemma of fiscal realities confronting a commendable educational goal. Either Trinity must increase ita
student aid funds, or we must sacrifice our conviction that the College's
academic opportunities should be available to those most deserving without
regard to ability to pay. Fortunately, we have had numerous donors of endowed scholarship funds. We have supplemented this money with approximately $300,000 taken from operating income. We also ask students to accept
loans and to provide through our work program and summer jobs a reasonable
portion of their total need.
But the facts are unavoidable, If the College is to resolve this dilemma and
simultaneously to prevent a further redistribution of its operating income, it
must raise enough capital to endow the presently unfunded portion of our
financial aid budget—or at least $6,000,000. To regain the percentage we onco
helped, and thus to become competitive with the best independent colleges, we
shall need-an additional $7,000,000 of endowment. To this total of $13,000,000
we must add the amount required for further inflation in costs and for transfer
students who currently receive little financial help. Our best estimate is that
the College must obtain $18,000,000 in new endowment funds for scholarships
over the next ten years. Only then can we be certain that wo shall have an
appropriately diverse student body and remain faithful to our goal of helping
worthy individuals,
III

i

1 began this analysis by referring to enrollments and financial aid because,
without a talented student body chosen from a reasonably large pool of
talented applicants, Trinity will not make the contribution to higher education which its faculty and facilities justify, Now let me turn to a related and
similarly knotty issue: the financial condition of the institution.
In previous annual reports and in mass media coverage of the financial
crisis which has beset higher education of late, there has been sufficient discussion of the general budgetary problems to forego a full analysis of the
underlying factors. Inflation nationally, the rising costs of education, and the
extraordinary growth of most colleges have all combined la account for a
dramatic increase in the expenditures for higher education. There has been a
five-fold increase in total expenditures since 1950, More significant than the
public may realize has been the simultaneous change in the average differential in tuition and fees between public and private institutions, In 1958-59
the difference was only $547 more for the student at an independent college.
In 1972-73, according to government estimates, the differential had arisen to
$1,527.* Over the same period of time the consumer price index rose 45 percent. A comparable price index figure for educational services would indicate
a doubling for public institutions whereas private college "prices" rose by
more than 2.6 times. Even if one assumes that people recognize a. difference
in the kind of education provided at the independent college and willingly pay
the widening difference in costs, the situation suggests to many that the number of those able to meet the differential and to qualify for admission at the
selective private college will most likely decrease and further influence the
admissions picture.
It is also true that this trend reflects the inability of independent colleges
to offset the impact of rising costs through the combination of fund-raising
and endowment growth. Colleges were caught short when the financial growth
which characterized the sixties ceased and left us with commitments that traditional financing could not cover. Trinity first experienced the consequences
in 1969 and 1970 when, in common with other colleges, we ran deficits. Fortunately, we were able to reverse that situation and move quickly to a stable
financial condition through (1) careful management of our expenditures, (2)
gifts from alumni, parents, friends, foundations, and corporations, (3] expansion of our student body, and (4) increases in tuition. These measures were
so effective that we were able to pay back the expended endowment, a virtually unique accomplishment.
But this accomplishment should not blind us to the lessons we may draw
from the last five years, nor to the critical questions which Trinity must
address in the immediate future. The issues are basic, yet they are ones which
higher education has not hitherto faced. For example, how should we regard
tuition now that it represents a higher and higher percentage of the total revenues available to the college? What should be the role of endowment in
meeting educational costs? What limits may a college be able to place upon itself in holding down the rate of increase in costs? What are the preconditions
for assuring a truly free and independent academic environment? Although I
cannot answer these questions directly, I hope that this report will suggest
the limits within which we seek those answers. Certainly it is important that
we so understand the financial factors affecting Trinity's future that we can
guarantee future generations of Trinity students an experience equal to our
stated mission.

REVENUES
Traditionally, independent colleges have relied upon three main sources of
income: tuition and fees, e n d o w m e n t , and gifts. Federal a n d state monies
h a v e not loomed as large nt t h e undergraduate institution as at the private

REVENUES BY MAJOR CATEGORY
'Income from short-term investments, athlstins, iind miscellaneous
activities
"Auxiliary enterprises indudos dormitories, dining hall, bookstore,
and student cantor
Table 9
TRINITY COLLKGF, REVENUES BY MAJOR CATEGORIES
COMPARISON: 1968-60 vs, 1973-74 BUDGET

AUXILIARY
ENTERPRISES
17.6%

ENDOWMENT
INCOME
17.4%

1968-69

1973-74
BUDGET
STATE AND FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT
0.4%

OTHER INCOME 2.2%

From a study of the preceding charts (Tables 8 and 9), it is evident that
Trinity depends heavily upon tuition income. That being the case, the size
of the student body has a compelling effect on our budget. During the last five
years we have been able to expand the student body and maintain its quality,
primarily as a result of becoming coeducational. As we wish to remain a comparatively small college for academic reasons, we have decided to hold our
size at its present level. That this decision comes at a time when national
enrollments are levelling off is not coincidental; we think it reinforces the
wisdom of our decision. Out it means that we; shall lack the incremental factor
'These figures are drawn from Ihr ovxdfent Ferris, Un:!un> by W.ird Uurrnn. Professor
ot fcconomics ai Trinity and Dirctlor of Intuitional PiannmK. W
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of additional new students in future years and can look only to tuition increases unless we can offset potential income from this source by other means.
Endowment income has also grown, but at a slower rate. Trinity is fortunate in having a good base, for without it we would not now be so strong
Table 10
DOLLARS
[THOUSANDS)
500.

KEY

TRINITY COLLEGE ANNUAL GIVING'
(1968-69 through 1972-73)
-FRIENDS
-FOUNDATIONS
-BUSINESS & INDUSTRY
-PARENTS FUND
-ALUMNI

400-

300-

200.

200.

YEAR 1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
'Gifts for unrestricted, expendable purposes for use in the fiscal year
donated,

1972-73

an institution. But if is worrisome that endowment Income now represents a
smaller percentage of our total revenues than was true in the past. A national
phenomenon, this trend questions the extent to which philanthropy can underwrite the excellence of private colleges. In this respect, the Annual Fund
plays a critical role: we depend upon the success of that effort to sustain our
programs. From my analysis of the revenue side of the budget, I am forced to
conclude that we can avoid raising precipitously *he cost to the student, and
thus to the parent, only if we have substantial ii usions of new money into
our endowment and a wider participation by our alumni and friends in our
Annual Fund. Without such generous support in the future, it is well recognized that colleges like Trinity might otherwise price themselves out of the
market.
Before analyzing expenditures it is appropriate to show graphically (Table
10) the important increase in annual giving to Trinity College. Despite the
fact that the last five years have not been the most encouraging on the stock
market — a pardonable understatement, I trust — gifts from alumni, parents,
friends, corporations, and foundations have risen dramatically. Particularly
heartening has been this year's success: we have received over $500,000 in the
annual fund. To all those who gave, we extend our deepest appreciation.
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ample evidence that, unless colleges adopt such a procedure, they shall find
themselves in a deeper fiscal bind than they have previously experienced. It is
the ineluctable recognition of the fact that as Ewalt Nyquist noted, "education
is no longer a money-splendored thing."
The applicability of these general observations to Trinity's situation requires an analysis of our expenditure patterns during the recent past. Tables
11 and 12 show the major categories in which the College spends its funds.
For example, of the $9,309,000 budgeted for 1973-74, the largest amount (28.3
percent) is designated for instruction. If we combine with this commitment
our expenses in supporting academic services—administration and student
aid—we account for a majority of the costs. (I should note that "Other Expenses" include such items as our graduate and summer programs, the Rome
campus, athletics, and the cost of unemployment compensation—items which
directly relate to our academic programs.) Although we have been pleased
with the dollar increases in allocations for academic programs since T968-69,
a study of these charts does reveal the substantial impact of ever-rising costs
in maintenance of our physical plant and auxiliary enterprises. It is precisely
in those categories that colleges are most vulnerable to the unprecedented rise
in utility costs, to the necessity of absorbing the expense of long-deferred, but
now necessary, repairs and renovations to our buildings, and the additions
to our facilities during the late sixties. We can be grateful that Trinity has not
had to undertake a major expansion of its plant within the last five years, but
the replacement of boilers, the transformer station, and similar improvements
reflect themselves in the figures set down in these charts.
There are no simple explanations for the shifts in the patterns of expenditure which have occurred. Obviously whatever growth an institution can
achieve on the income side critically influences the degree to which a college
can redirect its,expenses to the purposes it sees as most desirable. Unlike
many colleges Trinity has had a sufficient cost-income margin to continue
to experiment academically while simultaneously seeking to maintain the
requisite supporting services and facilities. As I remarked earlier, however,
the College has been troubled by the modest increases available for financial
aid to students. We also recognize that we must scrutinize our expenditures
in the non-academic areas. Tables 11 and 12 depict these expenditures.
Table 11
DOLLARS
IMIU.IONS)

COMPARISON OP TRINITY COLLEGE EXPENSES:
1968-69 v». 1973-74 BUDGET

•H.5** increase

m
KEY:
73.8"» increase
Si .993,200

1968-69
Expense
$32.4* • increase
Si. 59S, 700

I

In my judgment any conclusions rest eventually on our sense of priorities.
Nationally we as a people shall decide one way or another how importantly
we regard higher education. Within the independent sector, that decision rests
largely with alumni and friends, and at a particular college the issue relates
to the kinds of programs and services it seeks to provide. For there has been
an inflation not only of dollars but also of services we offer in response to the
expectations of both students and parents. So long ks people demand and are
willing to pay for non-academic services, such as health facilities, student
services, athletics, counselling and the like, it will be difficult to alter the
schedule of expenses. Necessarily, a residential institution has an even greater
vulnerability sjnce it must provide and maintain a much larger physical plant.
At Trinity we have reviewed these elements systematically, and we have
acted in as realistic a manner as possible. However, the actions rarely become
long-term solutions. For example, we have made cuts in administrative personnel; but, the needs of faculty and students render such economies only
temporary. Compared to institutions with similar objectives, Trinity is today
understaffed. In short, experience thus far makes it unlikely that colleges like
ours can eliminate any major expenditures as a way to flatten out the rise
in costs.
.
Yet, as others have suggested, the educational community may nonetheless
have to get along on less than it hashad in the past. Studies done at Princeton, Chicago, and Cornell, for example, suggest that colleges may have to set
arbitrary limits on the rate of increase in overall expenses. Such a step would
be arbitrary in the sense that it would not necessarily reflect program, needs,
variations in inflationary pressures, or the purposes agreed upon as appropriate to the institution, Nevertheless, all projections of which I am aware provide

INSTRUCTION

1973-74
Budget
Expense

ML10O.7*'i increase

I

EXPENDITURES
There is another perspective from which to assess the financial prospects
of an institution. Colleges should scrutinize their pattern of expenditures to determine where it is possible to reduce costs, to keep them constant, or to
hold them down to very modest increases. Many institutions have sought to
curtail expenses, but the results have been ambiguous. In some cases it has
brought a leanness that is healthy and was long needed. In others, economy
has brought a visible reduction in academic quality. Difficult as it is to be
objective, I am convinced that at Trinity we have been so prudent in our allocations that there is no "fat" which can be cut away. Moreover, many of our
costs are directly related to external factors, such as sharply increased fuel
prices from which colleges, like homeowners, have not been spared. In
short, we are caught in a competitive situation in which our attractiveness
to students, faculty, and even donors could be adversely affected by too
much austerity.

i

AUXILIARY ADMINISTRATION
ENTERPRISES
MAINTENANCE

1

STUD&NT
AID

OTHER
EXPENSKS

40-7" • increase

LIBRARY

EXPENSES BY MAJOR CATEGORY

TablelZ
TRINITY COLLEGE EXPENSES BY MAJOR CATEGORIES
COMPARISON: 1966-69 vs. 1973-74 BUDGET

AUXILIARY
ENTERPRISES
IB.8%

AUXILIARY
ENTERPRISES
21,6%
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Another way of looking, at expenditures is to plot,the cost per.student over
the same years. Table 13 indicates how Trinity has tried to •monitor (he cost
as measured against undergraduate expenditures grouped under Educational
and General Expense, exclusive of auxiliary enterprises, 1968-69 versus
1972-73, plus a projection for 1973-74.

Year

Educational Er General •.
•
(E 6- G) Expense

1968-69

$4,566,479

1972-73
1973-74

,
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Obviously it is ours thins.1, '« analyze Iho I'iiiandiil liousidnralionfi; it is quite
another lo relate them lo (he qualitative l'ai;tur;i whicli difilhijiuish an institution and make the entire ufforl worlhwhilo. In Ihi.'i regard lonji-rmi»(! planning
must dike into account lh<> IHMHI for mid likelihood of I'urlher educational
change1..

Table 13
Undergraduate

,

3. Trinity's ability to do more than sustain our present., position "and
programs rtiquinissulistiinliiil new money.
. ,

Full-time
Equivalent [FTE]

Students

, E Er G Expense
par
FTE Student

Table 14
IIOI.I.AKS'
IMII.I.IONSI

1273

$3,587

ao

$6,297,200

1630

$3,863

111.

$6,786,700

1630

$4,164

UK

In dollars the cost per student has risen $577 over six years, a IB percent
rise. Only the growth of the student body has prevented a sharper incline.
It is well to recognize that, as we ponder the future, the size of the student
body has had the single most important effect on this analysis. If we hold the
student population.constant, as we project, then we must do everything possible both to hold a tight rnin on expenses and to raise revenues by means
other than tuition increases alone.
As this analysis indicates, there are some clearly discernible trends and just
as many speculative elements which could conceivably influence the future
response and course of independent colleges. It is not surprising that the
Carnegie Commission, in reflecting upon the fiscal dilemmas confronting institutions, urged that "an institution should (!) carefully analyze the relations
between the use of resources and the accomplishment of goals, (2) seek maximum economies with minimal sacrifices in quality, and (3) encourage; rapid
and flexible adaptation to changes in needs for educational, research, and
public service programs."" The question is whether institutions con respond
rapidly enough to Iron da which may jeopardize their future. At Trinity we
believe we can meet Ihis challenge.
• That challenge is to ensure through effective; planning that our revenues
match (hose expenditures which are necessary to the accomplishment of our
mission as n pace-suiting liberal arts college. To provide an introductory note
to Iho problem, we have made some broad projections which suggest the
kinds of issues Trinity will face: in another .sense they define the needs we
must meet. Of nccosstly, these projections must incorporate a degree of flexibility and reflect a need for continuing readjustment!;, since past experience
has conclusively demonstrated that new factors may welt deflect the assumptions which an institution may make in a given year.
Projections have a knack of inducing a bad news-good news syndrome, As
wo studied future? trends on the. basis of historical experience, we discovered
some hod news. U was not unexpected because, whenever we have made
such extrapolations, Ihoy offered an unwelcome prospect. Recognizing the
massive over-simplification from which .such projections suffer, we nonetheless eonipuled out what would happen if we experienced a growth rate; for all
expenses comparable lo that between 19(5/! and 1974. We then plotted against
those figures the rate of growth on the revenue side, except for tuition and
fees, which we held constant at the 1973-74 level. There was a conspicuous
gap; for expenses have risen an average of U.04 percept per year while income
from nil sources other than luilion and fees has increased only 7.43 percent
per year. Historically tuition increases have made up the difference. But, as
Table 14 indicates, tuitions would have lo rise in the future very rapidly to
keep pace wth this projection of expenses.
So much for the bad news. At least it alerts all of us to the implication
which even this simplified analysis provides; namely, that unless revenue
items, other than luilion, increase; at a rale equal te) anticipated expenses,
tuition will soon reach unacceptably high levels.
Therefore, we approached iho problem from a different angle. We concentrated em an expense projection in Hducational and General items (since
auxiliary enterprises crhn achieve a balance exclusive of the student center
whose cost is borne by the student fee), What rate of increase over a base
figure in the 1973-74 budget of 37,252,900 for Educational and General expenditures would be reasonable? We chose ns our pe» on the income side the
growth of the endowment. Over a twenty-year period, our endowment has
. increased in book value nl an annual rate in excess of six percent. Endowment income hos increased recently at an average compounded rate of 6.65
percent. Hence, we concluded that we could prudently predict a six percent
annual compounded inpreuise.in principal over, the.next ten years. We would
hope J o dp belter, especially as-wn have additions to; principal/ Rut in our
predictions we do mix,New England,conservatism with.'innate optimism!.
Here we, discovered.some good news,, If we projected our expenses at a
maximum rate of seven percent growth per year, we concluded that we could
remain in balance through 1982-83 IF we could also assume additions of new
money to our endowment. Our confidence was fortified by the fact that, as
cited above, income exclusive of tuition and fees had risen an average of 7.43
percent per year during the last five years. Moreover, with a stable student
body, there would be less pressure to meet costs at least partially attributable
to expansion. (For those who are curious about the dollar figure, in 1982-83
we would be spending $13,334,160 for Educational and General expenses,]
We have no illusions. We know how inflation, taxation policy,, public confidence, and government programs can alter even the most realistically constructed projection. But we do sense that an independent college with Trinity's
• strength can find a solution to the problem of rising costs. It would be easy :
to lengthen this report with additional prose and charts depicting future
trends: but we reached three conclusions rather quickly:
1. Trinity will not meet the challenge and retain a talented, diverse student body by allowing tuition alone to bear the burden of rising costs.
2, Good planning requires Trinity to hold down the rate of growth in expenditures'to a reasonable annual increase—approximately 7 percent.
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FISCAL YKAH8

Although / don't make a habit of making excu*e» for myself, I would like to
preface my remarks by admitting that; (1) I am not an economics major, (t) 1
have very little business sense, and (3) I am not a college president, I realize
that admission of these three handicaps makes me a somewhat less e//ectlve
Influencer than President Lockwood, but please bear with me.
After reading Dr. Lockwood's financial analysis of Trinity College, I was left
with two strong general Impressions. First of all, I'm glad I'm a senior. College
costs have already risen close to one thousand dollars since I've been here, and
I don't think I (or my most beneficent parents) could survive another increase.
The second general impression was much more serious. I felt that Dr. Lockwood was telling us intellectually, "Trinity as we know It Is dying," and just
felling emotionally, "Oh, well, so much for the bad news." I have not seen such
a vast difference between reason and affect since President Nixon's lastpreis
conference.
The two-faced attitude taken by the President (Lockwood, I mean), made me
feel that either he is lying, and the whole financial analysis was simply a poor
attempt at a horror story, or that he was accurately forfeiting Trinity's death as
an Institution, but just didn't give a damn.
Three points In particular bothered me, When I entered this school, close to
one-third of the student body (including myself) were on some sort of financial
aid, Now the figure is something like one-fifth. If this trend continues, Trinity
College might become nothing more than a playground for the sons,and
daughters of the upper class.
;
Secondly, I am puzzled by Dr, Lockwood's statement that it would be certainly unwise and next to Impossible to expand enrollment, 1 am sure that the
argument has been used since Trinity first started, but If was possible to
enlarge just a few short years ago from a student body of 1200 to 1800, why |s it
impossible to relieve some of the/inanclal strain by increasing to 1B00 or 2QO0?
Thirdly, I refuse to believe Dr. Lockwood's statement that, "...at Trinity we
have been so prudent in our allocations that them is no 'fat' which can be cut
away." While I shall not risk the embarassment of a few individuals (thus
saving myself from a possible libel suit), I believe I can safely say that it l>
quite evident that the budget for several ofthe College's "divisions" are heavily
padded.
In closing, I would like to say that President Lockwood's report, while
stimulating, did not even bring up the basic Issues, let alone answer them.
Besides answering the points already raised, I would like to see Dr. Lockwood
answer the following questions:
(1) If it Is true thatprlvate colleges around the country are /ailing .financially,
Is the reason simply that "the economy is bad," or would a more accurate
answer be that independent colleges are no longer serving their societal ROLE
and consequently are being abandoned by society as a whole?
(2) Will Trinity (as we know It) die? Please don't play "doctor" and hide the
facts. You have a responsibility to the Trinity community to tell the truth.
(3) If Trinity as we know it can't survive, then is It not better to give It a burial
worthy of its history and stature, rather than let it sink to the fate of a "bigbucks romper room?"
(Some of you may be wondering why this criticism is structured In "three's,"
three excuses, three points, and three questions. What can I say, the spirit of
"holy" Trinity has gotten to m e j
"Peter Basch,'«
Note: The bold words found within President Lockwood's quotes in the
following comment are the author's emphasis.)
Pages 13-22 of the President's report provide us with a thoroughly political, at
well as a somewhat ambiguous staUtmmt on the financial future of the college,
which ambiguity is only partly a re/lection of the state of affairs.
iTits report is also infpr'matfvt in general, and insightful In several respects.
The nature of financial reports of this kind Is that of cautious optimism mixed
witti cautious warning. This r«port it no exception. In this Instance, I find the
optimism unwarranted and, correspondingly, the general warning too subdued.
In addition, there in an undertone of opposition to providing services to the
student body which I find most disturbing.
To be specific, the / o « o w % two points emerge from this section of the
President's report.
1) If money is not shuffled-indeed POURED-lnto the endowment fund,
Trinity will be hard pressed to survive, for tuition increases will clearly be
^adequate to pay for the cost ofthis tort of education.
h
2) If the administration had its way, so-called "non-academic" services, sucn
as health services," "counselling," "student services" etc. would stand in
jepordy of severe restriction, cutback, or perhaps even elimination.
The President hew provided data to show that we have widened the gWbe*'
ween public and private institutions, a jbrm of pricing ourselves out of the
market. He seems to su-gest that i« th« !lf ht of the extremely large percentage
of our revenue which comes from tultten, the ability to expand the student body
Mthouta similar expansion of our plant in recent y*ar* has been the difference
between "making or breaking it." Wttfi the planned Jnm on the student boay
~
-The More Effective'Use of JsBsourcw: An Imfmmm:
Commission art Higher Kducniiun {!97a|, p. v»H,
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population, this mil no longer serve as a way to meet rising costs.
This leaves two key questions to be answered:
1) Where will the money come from?
Z) What shall our spending priorities be?
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I. "Endowment income has ALSO GROWN, but at a SMALLER RATE."
"Trinity is fortunate in HAVING A GOOD BASE endowment, for without
it we would not be so strong an institution." "But it is WORRISOME that
endowment now represents a SMALLER PERCENTAGE of our totul
revenues than was true in the past." "From my analysis...we can avoid
RAISING PRECIPITOUSLY the cost ...ONLY if we have SUBSTANTIAL INFUSIONS of NEW money into our endowment and a wider
participation by our Alumni and friends..." "Despite the fact that the
last five years have not been the most encouraging on the stock
market...GIFTS from alumni, parents,...
have RISEN
DRAMATICALLY"
It has grown...but not enough...we have a good base, we are strong...but it is
worrisome...gifts have risen dramatically...but we cannot survive without
substantial infusion.... It is the traditional fare of pat on the back, don't we look
good, thanks for your TERRIFIC help, gee you have been great, followed by
predictions of doom so lets get going all you people, give!
It isn't a bad presentation, the analysis is reasonably useful, but on the whole
I think the report fails to stress that WITHOUT AN ENORMOUS INCREASE IN
ENDOWMENT TRINITY WILL SURVIVE AT BEST CRIPPLED, MORE
LIKELY NOT AT ALL.
In light of the increasing burden that tuition has assumed in recent years
(53.4% in 1968; 57.3% in 1973), a careful look at table 14 is indeed frightening,
especially if you read the dotted lines (see that %500/year increase curve?)
II. "Many institutions have sought to curtail expenses, but results have
been ambiguous. In some cases it has brought a leaness that is healthy
and was long needed. In others, economy has brought a visible reduction
in ACADEMIC QUALITY."
"In my judgement any conclusions rest eventually on our sense of
priorities."
"For there has been an inflation not only of dollars but also of services
we offer in response to the expectations of both students and parents. So
long as people DEMAND and are WILLING TO PAY for NONACADEMIC services, such as health facilities, student services,
athletics, counselling and THE LIKE, it will be DIFFICULT TO ALTER
the SCHEDULE of expenses."
These comments are, I think, aimed at a squeeze on "non-academic" expenses (whatever they are).
There is a definite tone to "...so long as people demand and are willing to
pay...it will be difficult to alter the schedule...", a definite looking down upon
"student services." I have personally detected this negative view of "student
services" in speaking both with the President and the Vice-President. If the
distinction is valid, then I suggest that "health...counselling, and the like" are
no less important than "academic" concerns.
We must indeed set our priorities, and for the moment our energies
should clearly be spent in raising our endowment rather than lowering our services.
-Mark Feathers, '74
Apparently Trinity will have to join the rest of the nation's schools in begging
for money and curtailing any wasteful spending. Already the college uses the
traditional means of obtaining funds: nagging letters to alumni, parents
weekends, solicitations from big business, etc. However, it cannot depend just
on these resources to maintain itself. Parents just don't have as much money to
give to the colleges any more, especially since they already have given so much
for the exorbitant tuition. As for alumni, some of us will be that category very
soon, and how many extra dollars will we be able to spare for our good old alma
mater? It seems as if there is a need to appeal to business and industry for more
funds: these are the true possessors of wealth in our country, and as yet, they
are only contributing a relatively small portion to higher education.
On the expenditure side of the financial picture, Lockwood claims that "at
Trinity we have been so prudent in our allocations that there is no 'fat' which
can be cut away." Does this mean that there are absolutely no unnecessary
causes which the college's money is going to? One tends to be sceptical of the
meaning of "fat" when one sees such seemingly needless "improvements" as
the repainting of the chairs in McCook Auditorium in a spectrum of pastels. The
president's report is comprehensive and quite informative, but it would be
interesting to see a further breakdown of exactly where our money is going.
Perhaps then we could assist him in deciding whether there are superfluous
expenses which could be cut.
The administrators of this college must now ask themselves where the
treasure chest that will save Trinity is hidden, as well as how they should
distribute the precious jewels most effectively.
-Lois Kimmelman, '73.5
Central to the quality of academic programs is the relation between the
faculty and students. Although no one has effectively shown the bearing which
a faculty/student ratio has upon the performance of individuals, there is no
doubt that, where individual attention is a stated goal, this r'atio represents
in short-hand fashion the institution's fulfillment of this intention. Table 15
summarizes Trinity's recent history. We feel that we have properly sought to
hold down the inflationary trend in instructional costs by allowing the student
load per faculty member to shift upward. However, we are' now convinced
that we have reached the limit consistent with our purposes. We may well
face the need for selective additions to the faculty as our program alternatives change.
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UNDERGRADUATE TRINITY;STUDENTS ANDFACULTY;
Year

Students*

1968-69

'

Faculty**

Student/FacultyRatio

1273

1201/3

10.6

1969-70

1353

1221/6

11.1

1970-71

. 1476

1171/3

12.6

1971-72

1519 '"

120

12.7

1972-73

1630

1201/2

13.5

'Undergraduate full-time equivalent students.
"Undergraduate full-time equivalent faculty.
Note: Trinity has the equivalent of 12 additional faculty for graduate instruction.
Mostpeoplewouldagreethattheeffectlvenessofagivenacademicprogramis
largely dependent upon the relationship between the faculty and the students,
in qualitative as well as quanitative terms. For the sake of maintaining an
objectiveaccuracy wefind thatbytaking the number of students and dividing it
by the number of teachers, we do indeed achieve the most "short-hand"
representation of the individual attention which can be offered at Trinity.
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However, such a simplistic method of handling the issue leaves me with quite a
few unanswered questions.
The information which appears in Table 15 is not sufficient for our purposes if
we ara able to judge the quantity of possible personal interaction truly accurately, then we must be supplied with an accompanying table of the departmental breakdown of the ratio. We may find that the 13.5 average is not
representative of the actual situation due to a wide range of discrepancies
between the individual departments. For example, according to the listing* »•
the 1973-74 Trinity Catalogue, eighty-six degrees in Psychology were con/erred
in 1973, while only five were given for Classics. Considering that there are ten
faculty members in the Psych department and three In Classics, we have a
range from 8.6 to 1.7 students per teacher. If this may be assumed to be the
trend in the ratios of undergraduate students to faculty, then it is easy to see
that the amount of personal attention that is possible in each case varies
greatlv.
It is encouraging that the administration feels we have reachedthe limit of the.,
upward shift in ratio. Now as the possible addition to the faculty body is being
considered, it would be most informative and beneficial to keep in mind the
departmental discrepancies and to examine the recent years' trends in major
interests. In this way, a more balanced student/faculty ratio could be achieved
and the corresponding amount of individual attention. Of course, the numerical
evaluation of the situation has not allowed for the subjective point of view. It
may be argued that a lower ratio is more necessary to a studio art program
than to a mathematics department. Hopefully, some acceptable means of
taking this human element into account wilt be devised so that the faculty additions can be the most advantageous to the institution as a whole.
-Deborah FUllon, 7«
My question is: where is the faculty? Why are many faculty only available
during very limited office hours? Also, what effect does the large number of
courses with a low enrollment (under eight or nine students) have on the other
courses available to the students?
The College Is faced with financial difficulty. The College has chosen what
appears to be a "reasonable" solution to Its financial crisis. What are the effects of this decision?
President Lockwood accurately tells us there is no evidence demonstrating
the effects of the student/faculty ratio on a student's educational performance.
However, we do know the educational experience of a student is enhanced
through student-/acutty interaction in the academic environment. It appears
this "interaction" is difficult to obtain in many instances at Trinity.
Yes, I ask "Where are the /acuity?" This summer the College hired a
professor who has no office hours. Students enrolled in the course who need
assistance are not able to meet the professor outside of normal classroom time.
The professor is NOT available.
Equally detrimental to the students' educational experience is the professor
who announces a limited amount of office hours, but who Is never found in his
office.
A course evaluation conducted by the Student Executive Committee last
spring asked the students to rate the size of their class, taking into consideration the method of instruction. The students evaluated a vast number of
courses as "too large."
The alternatives are clear. If the College wishes to maintain its position of
high academic standing and be able to attract quality students, it must not only
maintain a /acuity of academic repute, but must also be able to o//er its current
and prospective students a faculty available for the specific purpose of
academic interaction.
The College should consider eliminating some or many of the courses which
do not have a large amount of demand among the students. The College and the
/acuity should also take it upon themselves to be more concerned with the issue
o/ "faculty accessibility."
The increase in the student//aculty ratio will not necessarily harm the
academic environment at the College. However, a low degree of "faculty accessibility" has and will continue to do so.
-TonyPicirrillo'TS
Another consideration in the measurement of institutional quality is the compensation given faculty. Even though there is no direct correlation between
salary schedules and excellence, it has been apparent for years that competition requires the truly distinguished institution to meet the levels set by the
best universities, if it is to attract and to retain able faculty.
In 1968 we compared Trinity's faculty compensation with that offered at
eighteen other institutions*, reflecting a representative cross-section of regional
institutions and liberal arts colleges of high caliber with enrollments similar
to Trinity's." In 1968 Trinity ranked fourteenth among these nineteen colleges
and universities. At that time we projected what the other institutions might
do if they followed the trend in increases set during the five years prior to
1968. We then proposed a goal for ourselves which we hoped would improve
our competitive position. What happened?
We adhered to our goal, but the other colleges ignored the historical trend
lines! They raised their sights also. As of 1972-73 we ranked sixteenth.
Whereas Trinity's average compensation in 1968 was within $1,350 of the
average, that difference is now $1,810. This experience is discouraging since
our average compensation over the four years increased $3,100, the largest
jump for a comparable period in our history. Clearly, the analysis reveals
how important it is that Trinity continue to seek substantial improvement in
faculty compensation. We must build this consideration into our future calculations; accordingly, we arrived at ah estimate of the new money we would
need to bring faculty compensation to a truly competitive level. This estimate
is based on increasing the number of endowed chairs so that each department
would have at least one endowed professorship. Such a move would assure
Trinity a depth of highly competent faculty and would permit us to use operating revenues for general salary improvement in all ranks. Thus to fortify
the academic programs would require $14,000,000—an admittedly significant
but realistic figure*
At the same time we recognize others deserve salary adjustments. Colleges
have long depended upon the dedicated service of individuals whose compensation has generally been considerably lower than they would command
in the business world. To lend some perspective to the impact which personnel costs have upon the total budget, Table 16 shows the distribution of
operating expenses arranged by type of expenditures: •
Table 16 readily indicates the range of dollars needed to improve salaries.
For every five percent adjustment the College requires nearly $225,000 additional income. The table also shows the influence of other factors on the
operation of the. College, The highest percentage increase has occurred in
alterations and repairs, the result of maintenance too long deferred and ad* Amhorst, Bowdoln, Central Connecticut, Colby, Colgate, Connecticut College, Hamilton,
Haverford, Oberlin, Swarthmore, Tufts, Union, University of Bridgeport, University of
Connecticut, University of Hartford, Wesleyan, Williams, and Yale.
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Table 16
TRINITY COLLEGE
DISTRIBUTION OF OPERATING EXPENSES
COMPARISON*
1969-70 BUDGET VS 1973-74 BUDGET

1969-70 Budget
•/: of
Amouni
Total
$3,3BG,700

.

53.3°/o

360,000

5.0

310,1,00 ~

4.9

74(1,500

11.8

83,000

1.3

300,B00

4.6

167,000

2.7

1973-74 Bucltfot

4 Year C/iango

••/. of

Amount
Salaries and Wages
Pensions and
Employno Bnnofits
Debt Inlnrest and
Amortization
Scholnrships, ale.
Books, ale.
Insurance and
Utilities
Proffissional Service
Fees and Printing

$4,497,310

Total

$Changn

49.7°/»

$1,130,810

665,150

7.4

270,118

1011,000

3.1
9.1
1,2

020,575

178,300

,027,000

•/« Change

297,150

34«/«

(11

(30,005)

(10)

79,300

11

25,000

30

0.5)

327,075

10!)

l.n

9,300

0'

.03,000

3.5

Hqu/pment

355,700

1.7

02,700

07

149,700

2.4

Altorntions, Repairs
Supplies

427,700

4.7

27(1,000

IBB

1011,51)0

1.2

47,700

711

44(1,000

5.0

1HO.IJ0O

74

:I241H5()

lit)

UO.IiOO

1,0

250,000

4.1

'104.700

0.4

$11,31 (),KH)

TRINITY TRIPOD

seek lo maintain our financial well-being. As one mark of our determination,
we have also projected that of the $40,000,000 we need in new monies, the
College can realize $10,000,000 through careful management, imaginative
handling of our portfolio, and anticipated bequests.
A college is a complex enterprise; it exists to serve as effectively as it possibly can the needs of young people. No other tmlorprise1 so deserves our support.

SiiKM Food —
Gonlnictunl
Pnymnnls
OlhiM' Rxfirmsdii

l(IO.(l"/o

72'l.!i!i() „
SD.(l52,!il)0

(1.1
KIO.O'Vo

S2.742.200

43»/o

M J o o k s l o r o rimilliid in b o t h bani! y m i r s

justmenls brought about by g r o w t h . W h e r e v e r t h e College! is subject lo uncontrollable outside inflationary pressure;;, such as utility costs, the increases h a s
•been eepjrdly impressive. Price increases hfivr: also d r a m a t i c a l l y affected w h a t
thti College; allocates for supplies a n d e q u i p m e n t . T h e s h a r p rise in (IK; use of
our food services a c c o u n t s largely for the shift in that calegory. Pleasantly
surprising has been tin; decline* in debt interest a n d amorti/.ution against buildings for which wn' initially b o r r o w e d funds.
A reasonable question al I his [mini might b e : W h a t lias h a p p e n e d in the
area nl suppni liu<; personnel
or, In use the n e w e u p h e m i s m , tin; puraai;a()(!iiiii:.li':' This has a l w a y s been a sensitive iinni; n o eolle<ie w i s h e s lo spend
money needlessly on its mui-leacliiii'! stall. Trinity'. 1 ; record m a y well In:
illustrative of lit,!,1!)!1)' e d u c a t i o n . T h e size of Ihc s u p p o r t i n g stall grew annually
unlit I!)"(), when wi! reduced o u r n u m b e r in an effort lo hold d o w n e x p e n s e s .
But with thi! g n n v l h of tlic stiidciit body, ever-inere,i>;in<> e x t r a c u r r i c u l a r uelivilins, and expansion of lhi> physical plant, the stall' .size h a s begun to climb
again. Obviously, this aspect of this college m a n a g e m e n t n e e d s constant
scrutiny; y e t , in n o small part, H is also a response: to t h e rising d e m a n d s u p o n
colleges Cor reports, a c c o u n t i n g , and services la the* c o m m u n i t y a n d s t a l e a n d
federal government. Tnbln 17 depicts w h a t hap h a p p e n e d ,
*

Table 17
j'S IN SI/J-: OF SUPPORTING PERSONNEL
Number 0/ Support
Personnel

VI
This Annual Report concludes on a personal note. Last winter I taught a
seminar on higher education. Along with the student!! in the course, I-speculated freely on both the past and the future. We all agreed that no college
could return lo the classical campus of earlier eras. Wo also agreed that now,
more urgently than ever before, the small college dedicated to liberal learning
must find the means of continuing its service to those individuals deeply concerned with the intellectually vigorous inquiry into human values. No phrase
cijn capture the humanistic: sensitivity that lies behind this oft-ropoateel hope.
With the students I share this goal. As wo talked, we realized that, once
again, the challenge is formidable. For example, when we studied the national
admissions scene, we recognized the difficulty of predicting student preferences five years hence; but the students' own .strongly stated preference for
the kind of programs and campus available* at Trinity rtiassurad me that many
do yearn for an exciting academic environment in which the individual's
search for knowledge and understanding is paramount.
Student response to the* fiscal dihiinma looming in the, near future would
give comfort lo the reader who has pensi'Vi'n.'d in pcniKinj; this report! They
winced at the complexity of the analysis; they gaped at the projeclions which
the calculator provided in rcspoiuii! lo hypothetical situations. In short, we
all learned a great deal and appreciated tho opportunity Trinity has to demonstrate that 1 lies independent colhw; can hsitl tti•; way in higher education. In
their essays the students undnriitainliilily rolurniMl l»i tin; reason.'; we have
college.1! like this one in the first place*. Like st 1 many tither people today, they
realize that institutions exist in serve specific purpnse's, Once again, those
purposes centered on their desire to understand and I" question the basic
issue!! of life.
"On leioking ahead" we know that to achieve our purposes, we must plan
from a recoj'.niliuii of presenl realities for a future which will require* both
imagination rind fortitude. A history of 1.1(1 years p,ivt:>i us a tradition whose
slri.'iij'th we can never uiHlen.'r.liniale. Our present prosperity provides the
necessary margin for re .examination and renewal. The future will require
that we have the; requisite re'soitrci.'s to further our purpose's as a pace-setting,
independent liberal arts college. We. shall need StlO.OOO.OtlU in new monies
over the uisxt tern years to ruach that goal, primarily for support of instructional programs, scholarships, and the Library. We also ni'cd tho confidence
to assure Trinity's leadership role in higher education.
As one of my students remarked with a sentiment born of his affection for
Trinity and with a conviction derived from his review of alternatives in
education: "We must make certain that Trinity become;; the brat college there
is!" On closing this Annual Report I can only hope that wn all share in that
aspiration — us we look ahead from 1973.

Support Personnel
Students per
par Faculty
Support Personnel

19(59

21(5

1.00

6.34

1970

237

1.82

6.22

1071

224

1.72

6.76

1072

227

1.75

7.18

1973

234

1.80

6.83

Theodore D. Lockwood
Summer 1973

Having reviewed at least some aspects of Trinity's situation in a manner
which, I hope, suggests the opportunities we will have during the balance of
this decade, I would be remiss if I did not mention two other general needs
to which we must give attention: the Library and our physical plant..
The Library represents an essential resource for our academic programs.
Happily, Trinity has both a superb collection and an excellent facility well
managed. But costs for books and periodicals have risen twice as rapidly as
inflation would forecast. If we are to maintain the quality of our holdings, we
must raise approximately $3,000,000 in endowed funds to cover projected
increases in Library expenditures. The Library Committee is also studying
how we may best meet the urgent need for additional seating capacity. Our
overall estimated cost for physical improvements and Library endowment
totals $5,000,000 by 1983.
Over the past three years the College has done remarkably well in renovating the physical plant. Yet, inexorably, maintenance .costs have risen at a rate
greater than that of any other budgetary item. We shall not succeed in completing requisite repairs and further renovations unless we have funds above
and beyond those provided from the annual operating budget. For this purpose
we calculate that the College needs 83,000,000 in endowment to produce an
income sufficient for us to care for the facilities in a way alumni and friends
would regard as necessary.
These figures are significant. From our •projections we reach a grand total
in new funds needed of approximately S40,000,000. Even if we grant that
time may alter specific calculations, it is apparent that Trinity faces a substantial challenge over the next ten years. But we have demonstrated repeatedly in the past our ability to meet such a challenge. Moreover, I trust that
this Annual Report has provided sufficient evidence of our understanding of
(he magnitude of the issues involved in assuring the future of this College.
As an overview,
this analysis should help us structure our goals as we also
rvievv, mis analysis snoi.ua iicip us structure our goai» us we also

iiffl
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Lindsay Mann managing editor, arranged this week's Inside Magazine.
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Academic Freedom In Action

By Matthew Moloshok

"Burning issues" seem to come and. go at colleges.
Trinity is no exception. One year students demand an
end to the war in Vietnam, the next year, they ask for
newspaper recycling. Frequently, when student and
public emotion is at its height, students or faculty
members will ask the Board of Trustees to put Trinity
College as in institution on record for or against
something.
Usually the Trustees decline to take a stand. They
say a College should be independent of the pulls and
tugs of the moment. It should stand for something
"higher." Even if one dissents from this practice of
non-alignment on the contemporary plane, one can see
the reasoning that goes into it. Let's call it what it is:
apathy.
Apathy becomes a sort of creed. The institution, so
eager to avoid overcommitment, makes no commitments at all. Seeing that student interest in, say,
the War in Vietnam is very high one week and very low
the next, the Trustees and various administrators
assume that all activism is the same ephemeral thing.
If it's "hip," it's transient.
This is indeed unfortunate since it blinds the College
to some very important revelations. In the eyes of
many administrators, the Watergate scandal and
related matters are just the thrill of a moment for
some politically minded elements. Watergate is
Vietnam all over again, in their estimation.
But such evaluations miss the point. These people
really want to say that the College must be a free place
- that's to say, a place where any ideas can be talked
about freely, where research and study can be conducted in a congenial atmosphere, and no one need live
in fear of out and out repression, or even mild
proscription. What the defenders of academic freedom
and institutional independence must realize is that
these very goals are under attack by the present administration. Indeed, when coupled with other trends
in America over the past few years, no one can be
insensitive to the fact that places like Trinity may face
repression unless something is done.
Perhaps this sounds alarmist. When we reconsider
what's been happening and what is likely to happen,
perhaps we will realize it is time to sound the alarm.
The high proportion of scholars and intellectuals on
the White House enemy list, the public ridicule which
teachers and students have been exposed to, the efforts
to censor the press and keep it away from information,
the electronic surveillance which authors and thinkers
have been subjected to-all these matters do not bode
well for liberal education.
Let's not deceive ourselves. We remain free only
because we struggle for independence.
This College as an institution realizes it at least as
well as any individual does. When the Federal state or
local government talks about taxing College properties, representatives of the College speak with public
.figures and legislative committees in an effort to
dissuade them-one supposes their reason being that

the power to tax is the power to destroy and that
through taxation a government could force those in the
College comr.:unity to think and teach in certain ways.
Similarly, when a bill went before the Congress in the
spring of 1972, proposing that each College or
university that receives Federal aid be required to
have one student serve on its governing board,
President Theodore Lockwood, told the Tripod he felt it
was "not wise" for the goernment to interfere in this
matter. It's interesting to note that, in this instance,
the President did not draw a distinction between
speaking as a private citizen and speaking as the
President of the College. (See Erik Laren, "Lockwood
Criticizes Federal Interference," Trinity Tripod,
March 21, 1972, p. 1).
How about Watergate? For surely these practices
threaten academic freedom.
Let's not lose sight of what we mean by academic
freedom. Fritz Machlup's essay in "A Handbook of the
American Association of University Professors,"
Academic Freedom and Tenure, helps to define it.
Essentially, he says academic freedom is " the absence of, or protection from "fear and anxieties, so
that the dialogue or ideas or investigations cease.
(Louis Joughin, editor, Academic Freedom and
Tenure, Madison: The University of Wisconsin Press,
1967, p. 178.)
But Machlup goes much further than this, and
Trinity's trustees should heed his comment:
"...academic freedom is purely "academic"...as
long as it is not tested. There is only one possible test of
its real existence: when some scholars, through their
writings, teachings, speeches, or associations, offend
the sensibilities of people in power, or of pressure
groups, so potently that complaints of 'abuse' of
academic freedom are made and interventions against
the perpetrators of the 'abuse' are demanded; and
when these pressures and temptations to interfere are
resisted and the offenders are assured of their immunity, then, and only then, is academic freedom
shown to be a reality." (Ibid, p. 192.)
In other words, if the Trustees really believe in
academic freedom, they will put the institution itself on
the line to resist the efforts of our current, transient
government to interfere with the free exchange of and
inquiry into ideas. Or, as Ralph F. Fuchs puts it in
another essay in the Academic Freedom and Tenure
volume, "...a society will be strengthened by permitting honest condemnation as well as defense of the
state in institutions of higher learning, whether
publicly or privately maintained." (Ibid, p. 250.)
Well, I wrote a letter to President Lockwood this
summer and suggested he ask the Trustees to go on
record as opposing the types of abuse which Watergate
represents and is only a small portion of. He wrote
back on the first of, June and told me that while he
personally might agree with some of my observations,
he felt any action by the Board might "appear to be
gratuitous."
And one might well ask, "If the society is becoming

as repressive as you suggest, what good would an institutional statement do? It wouldn't be worth the
paper it's written on: the institution is a vague and
nebulous thing."
It's true that in the event of a real crackdown-for
example, a police invasion of the campus- "Trinity's"
institutional autonomy would be empty words. And
let's make repression concrete too: police monitoring
classes, students and teachers jailed or shot, dormitories .strictly regulated.
Yes, in the face of violence directed by other powers,
the "liberal arts tradition," the "intellectual heritage"
and so on are very fragile ivory towers.
But institutions are not necessarily weak. "Laws"
are just words, and yet they are powerful words. They
carry with them a sense of morals, a sense of community consensus. Laws fail when people fail to believe
in them.
If the Liberal Arts College must go, then let it go for a
purpose: defending the whole value system which gave
it life. And I'm not sure it will perish at all if it fights for
its own survival. I'm reminded of-some history: in
Germany, between the wars, the Weimar Republic's
intellectuals chose to fade out of political life. Society
was so sordid, values so decadent and ephemeral, they
would seek only the pure life within the safe walls of
the College. Had they taken a stand, might not history
have been different?
You see, if people will strongly defend ideas, then
maybe other people will follow their example. Then
what happened in Germany - where few dared or
cared to raise their voice against a Hitler -- will not be
repeated here. The society's abrogation of its
responsibilities will not be possible.
Some people realize the importance of institutions,
even if President Lockwood doesn't. Let's look at
Ralph Fuch's essay again: "To render...academic
freedom secure, impressive professional enforcement
machinery has been established and the law of the land
has been invoked to a significant extent." (Ibid, p. 263).
He traces how the institution of the courts (which,
afterall are very weak compared with the Army or
even the police force it claims to control) has defended
academic freedom and liberal arts colleges from
encroachments.
Now it's time for the College to act to save itself and
to help society. To sit back and say this is just a fad like
all the rest of them is criminal.
The student body has started to do its duty. It
adopted three resolutions on the question of the impeachment and on Watergate, and has started a letter
writing campaign. Now the faculty should act. And, at
its next meeting, one would only hope that the Trustees
will do what they must and condemn the types of
tactics and attitudes which produced the Watergate
scandal and charge Congress, the Courts and the
American people to do their duty, also.
It's time we took a stand on behalf of what we claim
to stand for.

Teachers' Forum

Will People Ever Change?

By Noreen Dulz
"Sure", I said in flattered panic, "I'll be glad to write
an article for the Tripod. I'd really like a share of that
sense of control you journalists must get-that great
feeling of seeing your own ideas and words put into
history, that knowledge that you may even make a dent
in the way things are in the world. And social approval
isn't that easy to come by either~I could use a little!"
Well, that was weeks ago. By now the fantasies have
faded and I haven't turned into the flashing wonder of
control and achievement. Instead, I'm left searching
for a topic and waiting for the rewards. My first
newspaper article since I filled in for the Y-Teen
reporter.
It occurs to me now that those same fantasies and
needs that led me to say "yes" to Tripod editors can
help us to understand issues far more important than
how to get Noreen to write a column. Specifically, they
link to the question of how to get individuals to change
their behavior when, for moral reasons, it really
matters. What motivates people? How do we convince
them to curtail their pollution, limit their use of
energy, write to impeach Nixon, fight against the
quota? Each of these efforts to change people's
behavior will succeed to the extent that they can and do
give attention to three, socially learned, needs of individuals.

First, people need to experience a sense of
achievement, of goal attainment. It is hard to motivate
people to write for Nixon's impeachment when we
can't promise them success. We've been decrying
discrimination for years and it still exists-with attainment of equality still a far away goal. Perhaps the
involvement of liberals in what we critically call a
"band-aid" approach is an effort to set goals that are
attainable, so those involved can experience a sense of
achievement.
Secondly, we have learned to value a sense of control. We want to feel that we can influence something;
that when we act there is, in response, some evidence
of it. Whether this response is directly or indirectly (or
not at all) connected with attainment of a goal, individuals need the response. If an individual signs a
petition and never heats of the issue again, the sense of
influencing something is lost. Locking up administrators, although not directly leading to the end of
the war, produced a needed sense of control.
And, finally, the third-and perhaps strongest-need
is that of social approval. Who we are is shaped by
responses of others. Like it or not, a large portion of our
self worth comes from responses of our "meaningful
others". Accordingly, a large amount of behavior is
motivated by the need to gain this approval. If no one

knows that I've quit using my blender to save on
energy, no one can reward me. You don't gain social
approval by supporting a cause defined as unimportant
by your friends. The "blood drop" badge, the flag in
the window, and the poppy in the lapel are all signals,
asking for some measure of social approval and,
perhaps, showing home for some chance to influence.
The risk of losing social approval, or the prospect of
gaining it, is a powerful shaper of behavior.
Now, does this mean that people are heartlessly
calculating in advance, before they make any generous
moves? Does it mean that one never acts on the basis
of values and beliefs alone? Well... yes and no. I don't
mean to suggest that people are at all times, consciously concerned with their own pay-offs. I do mean
to point out however that privately held values, acted
on in a non-reactive and unsuccessful framework will
generally not sustain an individual's continued commitment. I do suggest thst an effectively planned
project, for which success depends on support of individuals, must take into consideration the range oi
factors that shape individual behavior. Such a project
should set intermediate goals that are attainable,
should construct feed-back mechanisms so that results
are known immediately, if possible-and should
structure the social context so that it positively
rewards the desired behavior.

Dear Mr. President,
We recognize your desire to assure the public that you have
relinquished the White House tapes. As to their illegibility, t!- 11
also has been adequately demonstrated. However, Wr. President.««*
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A Mere Pipe Dream

Purple Haze

By Tom Bray

Purple Haze. Psychological warfare. The unnerving
footsteps outside your room at night. The mysterious
clickings and strange faded voices on your telephone.
The guy who might be a narc. The skin-chilling
scratches at your door while you sleep. The police
sirens that wail in the darkness. The real and the
unreal fears. Pure raw paranoia.
One day they are going to come and get you and put
you away for good. And who will "they" be? The people
from the funny farm or the people in the blue uniforms
with the badges? Does it really matter? In the Soviet
Union when you become a danger to the state they put
you in an "insane asylym" for recycling. Or they send
you to Siberia. Or maybe they don't use Siberia
anymore. I guess that is what detente is all about.
Perhaps the United States will start sending people to
Siberia now. After all, Nixon and Brezhnev are international gangsters of the same vein.
In The Nazi Seizure of Power; the Experience of a
Single German Town, 1930-1935, William S. Allen
describes how through the atomization of society the
freely elected National Socialists assumed total control, Everyone was scared, scared that their neighbor
might be a secret Gestapo agent. Rumors and fears
about the extent of Gestapo influence helped make the
Gestapo all that more effective in isolating people from
their friends. When it became suspected that police

agents were going to parties to check up, people
decided that it was better not to go to parties at all.
Social life under Nazism was drastically cut down. No
one could trust anyone anymore.
So where does Purple Haze come in? Well friend,
let's talk about your car. It's screaming wash me
clean. Now if you're Mr. Common Sense you won't
believe me when I tell you that I've got an envelope
that'll clean your car as you're driving it home to work.
Well, believe me this time George, because this one's
not like the Austrian self-sharpening razors. No
overheating like with the tropical fish. No zizzing and
dripping like with the di—...
A little Piresign. It is important to remember people
and things like Firesign Theater in these days of
modern times. That is what parties are for. Under
fascism there are no parties, except one party, The
Party. The Nazis did away with all other parties.
I could now quote a passage from D. H. Lawrence
which is printed on the inside of Mott, Mott the
Hoople's latest release. I won't though since you can
read it yourself although I'm not sure the album is
worth the money. It's the passage about making a
revolution for the fun of it. Much the same thing that
Jerry Rubin and Abbie Hoffman used to throw around.
Now Jerry and Abbie have fallen into disfavor so we

don't quote them anymore. Poor guys. Abbie busted for
.selling alot of cocaine. The men ae everywhere.
Purple Haze. Trying to break through the barrier
that is slowly being errected to segregate all of us from
each other. And who is erecting that barrier? They are.
The CIA, the Republican Party, the Democratic Party]
Lump them all together, they all belong together in the
final analysis, I might add Trinity to that list too, it's
too early to tell.
Standing in the middle of the Quad and looking at
those sacred walls Trinity reminds one of a fortress, A
three-sided fortress. Not an uncommon military tactic.
Dig a two-foot ditch from the chapel to Cinestudio and
throw the dirt to the east side of the ditch, That will
give you a four-foot embankment facing Broad Street.
You've got the cannons already facing in that direction, Close all the gates, block up Cook and Goodwin
Arches, and with two hundred fifty people start
planting crops on the Quad. One, maybe two days,
Perhaps a week if you are lucky.
Picket the Federal Building. People will be
gathering at the main door of the chapel at 11:30 AM
Thursday, November 15th. We will walk to the Federal
Building to begin picketing around noon. We will not
block traffic or prohibit anyone from entering the
building. We will just walk up and down in front of it.
Bring a sign that says Remove Nixon.

If Dogs Run Free

My Dentist, Right or Wrong

By Matthew Moloshok

If you read some pro-Nixon columnists—there still
are a few—you get the impression that the American
people are out to extract the last drop of blood from an
innocent lamb.
Actually, they have it backwards. Whether it's Nixon
or his cronies, someone is extracting the last drop of
blood from the American people.
They are going about this in the most devious of
ways. They are using something called the blood test.
A friend of mine went to the dentist's last week and
complained that her mouth itched, He poked around In
her mouth Eor a while, conversing pleasantly while she
gurgled, and then patted her on the back and said,
"Well, if you'll go see the nurse she'll give you another
appointment."
"Is there anything wrong?" asked Cynthia,
But the doctor had entered another of the maze of
rooms.
She went to see the nurse. "Yes, the doctor will see
you next Thursday," the nurse announced. "In the
meantime, though, he told me you would have to have a
blood test. I've set up an appointment for you for
Monday morning at the P.... clinic.
"A blood test?" Cynthia asked. "Why do I need a
blood test?"
"Because He said you did."
"Did he say why?" she demanded.
Just then the telephone rang. Cynthia shrugged her
shoulders and went out.
At breakfast on Monday she confided that she was
very nervous because she had never had a blood test
before.
"Never?" 1 asked sympathetically. "It's really
nothing. It doesn't hurt at all."
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"I hope you'r-j right," she said,
"Naw, doesn't hurt a bit," I told her. "The only
weird thing is realizing that that's your blood next to
you in that little tube . . . it's just running out of your
body . . . and so dark, you wouldn't believe it: almost
black, it's so dense and deep. , ."
"Thanks a lot," she said. "You just ruined my breakfast."
"Sorry," I said. "So why are you giving up a vital
part of yourself?"
"Because He said to."
"Who?"
"Him. The doctor,"
;'Oh," I said. "What's wrong?"
"He wouldn't tell me," she said. "That's what's
making me so nervous."
"Don't be nervous," I said again. "Once you get over
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"Time for me to go," Cynthia said.
I might not have thought so much about this incident
if I hadn't brought my car into the repair shop for some
wheel realignment. "Hmm," said the mechanic. "This
is very interesting. Unfortunately, I won't be able to
get to it today. Bring it back in the day after tomorrow.
In the meantime, though, you could help us both out if
you'd get a blood test."
I laughed. "Hey that's real funny."
"No, I'm serious," he said. "I'll get you an appointment right now."
•
"Wait a second," I said. "I brought the car in for
some repairs. There's something wrong with the wheel
alignment. I don't need a blood test."
But he wasn't listening. He was talking with the
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clinic. "Your appointment is at four o'clock this afternoon."
So, on I went.
That afternoon, in biology lab, I was working with
my partner on an ear of corn. The teaching assistant
came by to watch us work. He took a look at the ear.
"Very interesting," he said. "Why don't you two follow
me?"
We wandered off into an equipment locker, where he
slammed the door shut and pulled out a syringe.
"No thanks," I said. "I'm due for one at four!"
So saying, I hit the road, On the road, I ran into my
philosophy professor. He was talking about the
sanquine aspects of the blood. I told him I'd really
rather not talk about it.
Later that day, I ran into Cynthia. She had just
returned from her blood test. She told me it didn't hurt
at all. In fact, she enjoyed it. A very cheerful nurse
extracted her vital liquids and chatted with her about
the nature of things.
"You didn't feel weird giving up your own blood?" I
asked. "You didn't find it weird that they would want to
test your blood because of a tooth problem, that they
would want to test my blood because of my wheel
alignment, and they wanted to test my lab partner's
blood because of an ear of corn?"
"It may be weird," she told me solemnly, "but I'd
gladly pull out my own teeth if my dentist told me to do
it."
"And you don't think that you'd be hurting yourself
that way?"
She smiled. "It's only blood," she said. "And If he
wants me to give it, who am I to complain?"

,
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DECIDED

Rally at Htfd. Federal
Building,

Thursday,

November 15,
at 12 noon.

UNWANTED
PREGANCY?
AMERICAN FAMILY PLANNING
IS A HOSPITAL-AFFILIATED
ORGANIZATION OFFERING YOU
ALL ALTERNATIVES TO AN
UNWANTED PREGNANCY. FOR
INFORMATION IN YOUR AREA
CALL: (215) 4 4 9 - 2 0 0 6

Fbur scorn,
in a
sensitive
grown-up
comedy!

Worl

AMERICAN FAMILY PLANNING

G.I. WHITEHEAD
AND SON, INC.
207 New Britain Ave.
527-5218
General Auto Repairing
24 Hour Towing Service

COLLEGE SPORT SHOP
112 New Britain Ave.
Hartford
10% Discount to Students
Headquarters for Sperry
Topsider Mocs, Tennis
Rackets & Stringing,
Bowling,
Basketballs,
Footballs p h o n e 247-9905

ARROW
PACKAGE STORE
23 New Britain Ave.

BEER - WINES - LIQUORS
STUDENT I.D.'s REQUIRED

My Husbands Lovers Are My LoversToo
ilhCla.ii* Wilbur CaJvin Culver Lynn Lowry
Grant 1 C*rt Pwk*r »cr**rtplay by Jerry Daug
dir*ct*d by B«dl«y M e t i e r
"V™* Audubou Film* °-'^n--T ••

Starts WEDJ_(nov14)

EVE 7:30 & 9:30

GOOD PLAIN SERVICE

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days). .
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE # 2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
Our research material is sold for
research assistance only.

I
1-week, Per
AUSTRIA* FRANCE person,
double, from
New York
°r Nassau.
Add
$98
from
Chicago. Singles
attd$U.

Features round-trip jet to
Luxembourg, RT bus to Kitzbuhet, 2 meals daily, double
room in chalet, Dec. 14 and
weekly in Jan. Add $10 Feb.
and March. Also, 1-week ski
tours to Chamonix and 2
weeks to Kitzbuhel or Chamonix. Lowest-cost ski tours to
Europe of any scheduled airline.
:

Once upon a time the only
long distance bargain
was when he called you.

$250 Car or Rail Tour*

One week, per person, double
features round-trip jet from
New York to Luxembourg and
car with unlimited mileage—
or $26Q* unlimited rail travel
in 13 European countries for
singles. Add $98 from Chicago, Offered Nov. thru March.

When you had to think about the cost, the waiting and
hoping got pretty nerve wracking sometimes. But now
you can save on long distance just by dialing without
operator assistance. For instance, a three-minute
direct dialed call to Ghicago is only 65e
(low evening rate—5 to 11 pm).

\

SEE YOUR TRAVEL AGENT
All prices subject to change.
To: ICELANDIC AlRUNES
(212) 757-8585
630 Fifth Ave., N.Y..N.Y. 10020
Outside N.Y. State: Toll Free
(800) 221-9760
Send folder CN on tours to Europe
from N.Y. _,• from Chicago D,
from Miami/Nassau D.
Name .
Street
City

v

State.

Dial it direct and save.

My Travel Agent i s .

L

L

ICELANDIC |
_»<)«nH)«n)-»(i«»'ti<_w»A
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Announcements
Sociology

Coffeehouse

Dr. Carolyn F. Etheridge, professor of
sociology at New York University, will speak
about "Sexism and the American Undergraduate: The Use of Male and Female as
Social Categories"on Monday, November 14 at
4 p.m. at the Life Sciences Auditorium. The
Trinity College Sociology department is
sponsering the lecture and all are welcome.

ConnPIRG
On Wednesday, November 14 at 6:30 p.m.,
there will be an open meeting of ConnPIRG in
the Senate Room. Topics of discussion will
include: our progress in hiring a paid staff
member, news from other schools, and the
status of current projects. All members of the
Trinity community are urged to attend.

Study Abroad
Students who plan, to study in Great Britain
for the academic year 1974-75 should start their
planning now to avoid disappointment.
Available opportunities in fully accredited
Programs sponsored by American colleges and
universities remain limited. Early application
is essential to participate in Programs
cooperating with British Universities and offering regular degree course enrollment.
Information on accredited study at the
Universities of Edinburgh, Lancaster, London,
Southampton, Surrey and Wales is now
available through the Center for International
Programs, Beaver College/Franklin and
Marshall College, Glenside, Pa. 19038.

Presenting on November 17 at Wooden Ships,
72 Union PI., Htfd., "The Saturday Night
Bath". Afternoon shows: 1 p.m. & 3 p.m. Full
length classic film-"Reefer Madness". "Uncle
Sam's Magic Act". Free albums given away.
Free munchies. Only $1.00.
Evening shows: 8 p.m. & 11 p.m. Full length
classic film-"Reefer Madness". Jazz-rock by
"Outside". Mime by "Mark Ottmann". Free
Beer on the House, {no one under 18 admitted).
Only $2.00.

Conservation
An expert in conservation and environmental
management will discuss the need for an
"environmental ethic" and the importance of
the wflderness in the environmental
movement, in a public lecture Wednesday
(Nov. 14) at Trinity College.
Dr. Roderick Nash, associate professor of
history and environmental studies and cochairman of environmental studies at the
University of California at Santa Barbara, will
speak at 8 p.m. in McCook Auditorium on
campus.
His talk, which will be illustrated, Is free and
open to the public. The speech is sponsored by
the Urban and Environmental Studies program
at Trinity.
A national leader in the field of conservation
and environmental management, Dr. Nash has
a special interest in problems relating to
wilderness and its preservation. He testifies
frequently before government agencies and
has served as a consultant on natural resource
policy for the U.S. Office of Education and the
National Research Council.

JACK AND JILL CAME DOWN THE HILL
TO SAY HELLO TO HY AMD LiLL. . .

Backer said reservations for the visitations arc
necessary because some of the programs have
limits on the number of people who can hp
accomodated at one time.
An opportunity to visit one or more of the 15
The forums, sponsored by Trinity in
innovative educational programs in the Hartford Public Schools is being made available for cooperation with about 50 civic, governmental
business and educational groups in Hartford
participants in the Community Forum on
are free and open to the public. This is the third
Education at Trinity College.
year the forums have been held.
Between now and Nov. 29, arrangements
The visitations are arranged In cooperation
may be made for special visits which will inwith the board of education and the school
clude orientation by a staff member or
program director, opportunity to see administrators.
classroom instruction, and a chance for
questions.
A Community Forum on Education will be
held Nov. 29 at Trinity to discuss the visits. At
There will be a meeting of all History Majors
that time a noted educator will speak on on Wednesday, November 14, at 4:00 p.m., in
current educational innovations and their Wean Lounge, to discuss first the General
successes. More details on that Forum will be Examination this year, and secondly'a
announced later.
colloquium discussion led by Dr. Rosemary
Devonshire Jones, Visiting Lecturer in History
The 15 programs which may be visited are;
South Arsenal Neighborhood Development All History Majors are urged to attend. The
(SAND) open school; Waverly School, Clark talk by Dr. Devonshire Jones is open to all
School and Frank O. Jones School; Higher interested students, faculty, and the general
Horizons; alternate secondary centers; pre- public.
school center; bilingual school; project concern; caninemos centers; three-six pilots;
middle school programs; Mountain Laurel
School; teacher interactive center; and. IRIT
There will be a meeting of Majors and
(intensive reading instruction teams).
Prospective Majors in Economics on Monday
Anyone interested in participating in the 19 November at 4:00 P.M. in Wean Lounge to
visitations or the Community Forum on discuss:
Education may get further information about
1. Preliminary Registration Procedures.
the programs from Ivan Backer, director of the
2. Possible Course offerings for the next
Trinity College Office of Community Affairs. (1974-1975) academic year.

Public Schools

History

Economics

SHOWCASE CINEMA/ 1234
• EXIT 9KF0RBES STREET)or EXIT 58(SILVER LANE)on 1-84 •
. EAST HARTFORD •
24HR. TEL. INFO. 568-8810 •
ACRES OF FREE LIGHTED PARKING* We Honor MASTER CHARGE

WALKING
TALL

W,S,s,Cont
•.2:10,4:40,7:10,9:45
M,T,Th,F,7:10,9:45

H & L PACKAGE
STORE

W,S,S,Cont.
2:15 4:05 5:55 7!!5

'

'

'

' ';55

M,T,Th,F,Eves. 7:55,9:55

219 Zion Street

MaxvonSydow
LivUllmarin .

M thru Saev
Su. eve 5:15,8:30

The New Land

247-9138 233-1834

CORNER
TAP TAVERN
Michelob
Sehlitz
Miller's

JETERSELLERS "THE OPTIMISTS"start NOV. 21

MR. AUTO WASH
~-5iimonizinif •—

Jruck Wa&k inq

900 Wethersfieid Avenue
Hartford

Exterior Car Wash 69*
with gasoline fill-up
Complete Deluxe
Waxing

'10.95
Sandwiches-Pizza-Beep
Kitchen Closes at 10:30 p.m.
Open: 9 ajtn. to 1 a.m. everyday except Sunday
I.D.'s ARiKIQUBRiD
Across the street from campus
: 217 New Britain Avenue
549-6575

w/Trinity I.D. only

•9.95
2 Step Carnauba Wax

'25.00

BUT, w Trinity I.D. only

20.00
Alternate Locations 150 Totldnd St.
last Hartford

FRED LOCKE
BREAKS
THE PRICE
BARRIER ON

SONY!
DELUXE STEREO CASSETTE DECK WITH
DOLBY NOISE REDUCTION SYSTEM,

•Ferrite& Ferrite Heads
•Automatic Total Mechanism Shutoff
• Tape Select Switch
» 3— Digit Tape Counter
• Straight Line Record Level Controls
• Peak Limiter Monitor
• Much More
B rought

t <J y o u b y

SUPERSCOPE

REGULARLY 239.95

YOU'LL DIG ALL THE SOUND
YOU'LL GET FROM THIS
SYSTEM...YOU'LL ALSO DIG
We can't say enough about the EPI 100'S, but saying "enough" . . . isn't . . .
you have to listen to them. The clean, clear sound that comes through the EPJ 100'S
will satisfy even the most demanding stereo enthusiasts. The 100'S ore easily driven by
the Sherwood S-7100A AM/FM Stereo Receiver with a distortion level of only . 2 % ' .
Completing the system is a BSR McDonald 51 OX automatic turntable with synchronous,
motor for perfect speed and a Shure M-75C cartridge. Come into Fred Locke Stereo
and listen to this dynamite system at this dynamite price . . . $425.00 . . . Enough said?
SYSTEM LIST PRICE $513.40

SYSTEM PRICE

$425

EPI MODEL 100'S
LIST
$188.00

SAVE 8840!

SHERWOOD

BSR

SHERWOOD S-7100A
AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER
LIST $219.95

McOONALO
BSR MCDONALD
510X

TURNTABLE
LIST $105.45

FRED
LOCKE
n,35ier charge

i i

7835 WiLBRAHAM RD,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
782-711)

216 West Main St.

Avon, Conn.
678-1797

STORE HOURS
Mon.-Wed. 10-7
Thurs.-Fri. 10-9
Sot. 10-5:30

1071 Burnstde Ave.
East Hartford, Conn
528-9479

1533 State St.

New Haven, Conn,
787-0183

Duckett

Juggles .

Turns . . .

take over the starting job. He will be
The returning group of young defensemen is led by junior Rich Huoppi (4-9—13). pressed, however, by two promising freshSophomores Mark Henderson (4-6--10) and men - Tim Ghriskey and Ted Judson.
Thus, although I am cautiously optimistic
Nick Brady (1-4-5) developed rapidly last
year. These three also have good offensive about our prospects for the coming season I
is more difficult and, because of our lack of must also be realistic. This year's schedule
is more difficult and, because of our lack of
winning season certainly is a reachable
depth, any injuries to key people will be very
goal.
By Allan Stark
Comerford for a 60 yard bomb. Amherst's
Our goaltending should remain strong as damaging. However, if the team is able to
The Amherst freshmen ended Trinity's 18 final T.D. came in the closing moments we have more depth there than at any combine consistent hustle, enthusiasm, and
game unbeaten streak with a 30-12 victory when they took advantage of another errant position. Junior Rudy Montgelas, who determination to go with its experience, a
here last Friday. The Frosh were 4-0 going Trinity pass.
posted a 1.78 goals against average in a winning season certainly is a reachable
The defeat may have tainted the season back-up role last season, appears ready to goal.
into the contest, but mistakes hurt the
Bantam cause throughout the afternoon.
for a few people, yet when one views it obAmherst drew first blood in the opening jectively a 4-1 record is far from poor.
quarter as halfback Jerry Hogan ran 46 Throughout the season Dr. McPhee and his
yards for the touchdown/Trinity responded charges played with enthusiasm and pride.
quickly as linebacker John Brucato tackled The defeat may have hurt, but it certainly
the Lord Jeff punter after a bad snap from shouldn't overshadow the success of an
center. Behind the running of Pat Heffernan entire season.
the Baby Bantams took it from the Amherst
20 yard line down to their 5 yard line. On 3rd
and 3 QB. Chuck Cpwing found end Don
Grabowski in the end zone for the T.D. The
p.a.t. was wide and Amherst maintained its
iead 7-6.
The pendulum continued to swing with good scoring lines which is something we
Amherst again finding paydirt early in the have not had in the past. Seniors Chris Wyle'
2nd quarter on a screen pass that covered 34 (2-4-6), a fine penalty killer, and David
yards. Trinity retaliated on their next Koncz
(1-3--4) along with junior wing Jay
possession as they fought to stay in the
game. After a 7 yard pass completion to Fisher (2-3-5) should give us another exGrabowski, tailback Roger LaCharite took a perienced line with sophomores David
pitchout and he rambled 48 yards for the Ludlum and Charles Cohn in reserve.
score. The two point conversion failed which Freshman Sandy Weedon will give us added
and the Rossignol Shop
strength at center ice, while frosh Alan
left Amherst in the lead 14-12.
Plough should see plenty of action at wing.
and the K-2 Shop
Amherst ended the first half scoring with
a field goal which was set up by an inandtheVolkl Shop
terception.
The second half saw the Lord Jeffs
and the ONn Shop
dominate in the scoring as they capitalized
WILL TYPE PAPERS, WHAT EVER
on Trinity mistakes. The third quarter found
and the fecnus Shop
both teams depending upon their defenses.
YOU HEED
50 A PAGE
David Jancarski, coming off an injury, had
and the Koflach Shop
an excellent game as he teamed up with
Charles Reiss, Mike Leverone, John
and the Nordica Shop
Brucato, and John Griglun to hold Amherst
and the Rosemount Shop
at bay.
In the 4th quarter, however, Amherst
and the White Stag Shop
increased its lead after an interception. QB
Christian Appy hit his big tight end David
and the Gerry Shop

Amherst Belt Freshmen
Baby Grids Finish at 4-1

Icemen

from pg. 16

THE
HEAD
SHOP

EXPERIENCED TYPIST
CALL 527-2918

H

e
I

DERI'S
PHARMACY
130 New Britain Ave.
(corner of Broad St.)
Russell Stover's Candy
Health and Beauty Aids
Liquors - Gift Items
Prescription Dept.
Call Us We Deliver

247-7926
Hours: Daily 8 a.m.-8:30 p.m.
ijndays 8 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

TEACHERS FOR THAILAND
The Peace Corps need over a hundred TESL teachers for Thailand.
Training starts Jan. 74. Train
teachers design curriculum, write
guides, classroom teaching. Must be
US citizen. Apply now. For information call or write Lynne Blackmer, ACTION 26 Federal Plaza, NY
10007 (212)264-7123 or visit your
placement office.

MCAT-DAT-GRE
LSAT-ATGSB
OCAT
NAFL. BDS.

• Preparaiion for tests required for
admission to graduate and professional schools
* Six and twelve session courses
• Small groups
•Voluminous material for home study
prepared by experts in each field
* Lesson schedule can be tailored to
meet individual needs. Lessons
can be spread over a period of
several months to a year, or for
out of town students, a period
of one week
•Opportunity-for review of past
lessons via tape at the center

Special Compact Courses during
Weekends —Intercessions
Summer Sessions
STANLEY H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.
1675 Eni 16lhStr«.t Brooklyn. N.Y

(212)336-5300
(516) 538-4555

Sim*

and the Icelandic. Shop
and the Skyr Shop
and the Fusalp Shop
and the Spinnerin Shop
and the C.B. Sports Shop
and the Profile Shop
and the Slalom Shop
and the Duofold Shop
and the Scott-USA Shop

Mtlkv

%?>jF

%*
fes*
SSsL Ehf

OAVS. EVENINGS, WEEKENDS
SS^jSSHB
Branches in Major Cities in U.S.A.
The Tutoring School with the Nationwide Reputation

Outfitters to Sportsmen since 1887

672 Farmington Ave.
West Hartford
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Photo by David Levin

Touchdown!

5 Ducks All New-England Field Hockey Ties Yale
Pololsts in Tourney Play
By Fran Congdon

By Superduck

On Friday, October 26th, the Trinity
Water Polo Team participated in the New
England Water Polo Intercollegiate
Championships. They were held at Brown
University's recently constructed swimming complex in Providence, Rhode Island.
The format of the tournament was such
that we would play Boston College, Southern
Connecticut State College and Bowdoin in a
round robin. The team with the best record
at the end would be declared the New
England Champions.
At 6:15 p.m. we engaged in battle with
Boston College. As stated previously,
Parents' Weekend had drained the team as
three cars and the three people who would
have driven them could not make it to
Brown. The main blow to the team was the
loss of starting forward Steve Cecil resulting
from an appendectomy a few days earlier.
Jim Finkelstein—our spirit man—was
previously committed to a concert choir
performance. Thus, the Ducks were down to
only seven men, just enough to have a
starting line. Any one fouling out would have
caused forfeiture of the contest.
The ensuing contest was one in which both
teams did a good deal of swimming. The
tank was an olympic-sized polo pool and
required more swimming than our smaller
Trinity pool. The scoring started with B.C.
popping two goals and Bill Brown
retaliating with his usually brilliant gameopening goal. The first quarter ended at 2-1
m tavor of B.C.
In the second quarter, Brown connected
on another fine shot and Dave Teichmann
added a net-slicer. The defense held the
opposition to only one to tie it up at 3-3 at
half time.
The third period of play saw defenseman
eyer come out of the backfield to score
a stylish pop-shot. Once again the
2 ^
trio of Meyer, Bradt and senior
1 l e d Mp
We played brilliantly allowing but
on*-' goal to be scored in the quarter. This left
it tied at 4-4.
In the culminating period a continued flow
<« Uoston substitutes took place as they
?wed two halfway through the quarter. Bill
wown added his third of the day, but it was
«>t enough. Late arrivals Charles White and
tJiwrence Levine came in as substitutes for
trinity )n the fourth at midway, but even
««y could not prevent the Beans from
• *»niig their final two tallies. The game
pw to B.C. in a very hard fought contest, 6•rta « must **"' remembered that Trinity
three
Wute
Q u a r t c r s w i t b n o sub*
f !lov
° ™g morning, after the squad
ed around the Brown dorms all night
A o r p l a c e s t 0 sleeP> w e h a d t 0 I o o k
f a t 0 thfcgame against Southern COIIIf ^ e beat them and they in turn
defeated B.C., we could still win.
ic-Mowever,we were without the services of
"*5S» r e v i n e fo>* the day as other business
>. tv. m b a c k t 0 *<* T"rdty campus.
f m the initial period of the game it looked
;w>ne too good for the Ducks. Southern
;
, j-wnecticut scored three goals in the period
» «ur zilch. It was not over, though-

The field hockey team finished its 1973
season last week with a l-l tie vs. Yale. This
makes the final record 4-3-4.
The Yale game, played in New Haven,
was longer than usual because the teams
played thirty minute halves instead of the
usual twenty five. Trinity got off to a great
start as Anne Jones scored in the first five
minutes by sending in a shot from the left
corner.

The second quarter saw Teichmann
backhand two volleys into the nets and
Brown added a sweet fling right by the
goalie's ear. Southern was held to one goal
in the period with particularly spectacular
defensive play by Stehle, Bradt and Meyer.
Through the course of the game, they held
S.C.S.C.'s scoring leader (Loch Ness
Monster of old) to only one goal, He was by
tournament's end the scoring champ, so this
was no minor feat. Actually, they
manhandled the brute.
Neither team scored in the third quarter
as a tight defensive game was played, Stehle
being the standout at defense. Perhaps the
key to the game was a play occurringin this
period. Teichmann was grossly fouled inside
the penalty zone and awarded a penalty shot
on goal. The shot was right in the corner
where it should have been, but the goalie
made a very pretty save and disallowed a
scoring toss.
The final period saw each team exchange
tallies as Teichmann added one for Trinity.
The final score once again left the aquamen
one goal shy at 5-4. As in the previous game,
we totally outclassed the opposition. The
absence of enough substitutes was our
downfall as the constant swimming hammered away at our stamina. White filled in
valiantly, but one man just was not enough
to help. The Southern Connecticut coach
heaped congratulatory remarks upon us,
specifically mentioning how outstandingly
we played even when he sent substitutes in.
One more game laid before us as we were
to take on the Bowdoin Boys in 9:15 p.m.
Both teams were 0-2 as Bowdoin had
previously lost to Southern Connecticut, 7-6,
and to B.C., 5-4.
Both of the teams were very tired by this
point and it showed in the play of the game.
The pace of the game in the beginning
period attested to this as neither team was
able to score. In the next quarter, however, player received was three. Both BUI Brown
the Maine Men put in two and Brown tallied and Dave Teichmann achieved this as did
his first for Trinity. The half ended at 21. only one other pofoist from Bwcksn. The
Play in the final half was a bit more rapid two of them abo tied for third m individual
and smooth as Bowdoin popped twice for scoring for the tourney wiJh six. One other
scores and Trinity thrice. Brown added his Duck also mad? the first seam-captain and
second of the game in the third frame on a goalie Gene Shen-with two vote. Only
beautiful rearbadt corner blast while Teich- abouj fight men made the first team and
mann added one on a left-handed sweep shot Trinity had piaeed Ihrtv the b « t
and another on a backhand to tie the regular representation of any team Net stopping
there, both Ted Stehkr and Jim Bradt
game at 44.
.
Two four-minute overtime periods were received one vote apiece as they made the
olaved with Bowdoin drawing first blood tn Honorable Mention lss!
the'second overtime. Trinity was held to
none The defense played admirably, but
there were no $erious offensive u u * * ^
Thus. of seven irn*n « i tfw startirtg squad.
Unfortunately. Trinity suffered its third fiv«t Ducks made either f»rw Uwra All-New
straight one-goal Jftss at 5-4.
Kngtand or Honorable Mention CK O» ten
colleges sporting *Aater PoJo teams in our
As ironic as it may sound, Trinity indeed division in New England. Trinity piared
had the best team man-ft*-m*n ef alS the fourth oreratl There «tMtfung for Ihe team
squad* there. We outclassed each team, buj or the school to he disappointed about in
had in effect only one substitute; we lacked light of these1 showings. Besides, this was
people, not depth! The proof of our atxly the first year of existence for the team,
™ o r i t y cm be seen by examining the and as we lobby for Varsity status next year
Alt-New England Water Polo Team, dwsea we should really be able «> cwne up with a
bv the w t d w i and referees, ft was team next fall.
e
t receive two or mtm vote* sn
U»e team. The mart * single

At the beginning of the second naif.
Trinity still had a 1-0 lead. The suspense
mounted as Trinity fought to keep the slim
lead The team was playing good hockey and
it was probably the best effort that the girls
have put forth all season.
Trinity held off its opponent until the last
thirty seconds of the game when Yale finally
scored. This left no time for Trin to retaliate
and the game ended in a tie.

PUolw b> O«»«

The team wishes to thank you lor your
support thii >ear »nd. hopefully, *iih the
support of the students, ihe administration
and th*- athletic departiWHt *«? wtil g<j ail
the way rw?xt sme, I'mil then--THINK
FVLH
'

Soccer
from pg. 16
deieats, the riuftreiwes in b a w SKtiH and
tcarn*<<rfc handwi the opposition ^R sd<
vantage from Om .start Especial ovuient
its this tslt «as the Bantams* treabte wiih
t r a p p y the hall irfwe thej- set up So {*,is*
The turf
was n«t *o good sitape at sll and
mack1 for v«y hajutnCtous fosHictg. boi theft
both teams had to contend with st
The BftBtunts iwve uoognxut to play. They
put ttwir 2-7 record on the Mae tomorrow v$.
Wefileyan at Middietawn at 2 PM. They will
try to avenge a 3-2 setback they received
from UM
- & Cardituito U*t year. Be th«re t«
ehMr them m.

Bantams Destroyed by Amherst
By
Rick
Hall
W« W
i f t Hall

Trinity was beaten badly by a strong
Amherst team Saturday at Amherst,
Massachusetts. The final score was 40-7, but
it really was not that close.
Nine minutes into the first quarter
Amherst had a 27-0 lead and the game was
well in hand. The first three of these early
scores came after Trinity mistakes. Trin's
major problem was a. 30 mile-per-hour wind
which the Bantams had to move into during
the first quarter.
On Trin's first possession they put the ball
in play at their own 20 yardline. On three
successive running plays Trin lost eight
yards and was forced to punt from their own
12. Punting into the wind, Mike Maus kicked
it too high and the' ball ended up on the
Trinity 9, for a net of -3 yards. Two plays
later Amherst halfback Bob O'Brien bolted
over from the 6 yardline to make the score 70.
Both of the Lord Jeffs' next two scores
came as a result of blocked Trinity punts.
On Trinity's second possession three runs
netted seven yards. Then on fourth down,
Amherst tackle Dick Klonoski blew right up
the middle to block Maus' punt. As the ball
rolled into the endzone he fell on it to make
the score 14-0.
Trinity got the ball back and this time
went to the passing game. Quarterback
George Rose threw three incompletions.
Maus came on to punt and again it was
blocked. This time it was linebacker Mike
Fitzgerald who did the blocking and
recovering. He recovered on the 1 yardline
so the offense had to come on the field. They
did, and quarterback Jeff Osborn snuck
over on the first play to make the score 21.0. The next time Trinity got the ball they
again failed to pick up a first down. Maus
punted again, but this time it cleared the
line of scrimmage and gave Amherst their
worst field position so far of the game—the
Trinity 32 yardline.

After two short runs to the 26, flankerW
Derell Hendrix got a hand-off on a reverse
and outstepped the Trinity secondary into
the endzone. The extra point was missed so
the score at the quarter was 27-0.
In the second quarter Trinity had the wind
in their favor— it didn't help much. The
Bants failed to get a first down until nine
minutes into the quarter. Midway through
the quarter Adron Keaton forced Amherst's
Bob O'Brien to fumble on his own 39, then
Keaton made the recovery to give Trin
excellent field position.
Unfortunately, Trinity couldn't stand even
the smallest amount of prosperity. On the
next play halfback John Wholley fumbled a
pitchout and Amherst regained possession
on their 41.
From the Amherst 41, Osborn kept the. ball
on the ground for 11 straight plays (two of
which were quarterback sneaks good for 10
yards apiece). Bryan Christ, the other
workhorse of the Amherst backfield, took a
handoff at the Trinity 9 yardline and seconds
later was standing all alone in the end zone.
This made the score 33-0, and that's how it
stood at the half..
By this point Trinity was out of the game
and playing poorly in general. The offense
had a total of -9 yards total offense in the
first half and was responsible for four of the
five Amherst scores.
The second half started out much as the
first half had ended. The Lord Jeffs took the
ball on their own 20 yardline, and Osborn
engineered a 16 play, eight minute scoring
drive. The drive was capped by Osborn,
himself, as the Amherst QB snuck over from
the 2 to make the score 40-0.
Rick Tucci received the ensuing kickoff
and returned it 35 yards to the Trin 45
yardline. From there quarterback Harold
Gray, in for Rose, threw once to Bob
Murenia and three times to Ron Duckett.

• *was hit by an
The last of these passes
Amherst defender before Ron made a
spectacular one-handed grab for Trinity's
lone score of the afternoon.
The rest of the third and fourth quarters
consisted of Trinity desperately trying to
score and Amherst trying to run out the
clock. Of these two goals, Amherst was
more successful in fulfilling theirs. Even
when Amherst put in all their substitutes
they were able to move the ball and keep the
Bantams from doing likewise.
The Bants had 54 net yards offense for the
game and Duckett accounted for 62 of those,
not to mention his excellent touchdown
reception. After falling behind 21-0 in the
first five minutes of play, Trinity fell apart.
There was a general lack of spirit— spirit
usually engendered by the coach. Trinity
was lackluster all day and the score might
have been worse had not Amherst let down
after attaining a 40-0 lead,
Next week the Bants play Wesleyan at
Jessee Field for Homecoming. This should
inspire them to put on a more inspired
performance. Game time is 1; 30.
FINAL STATS
First Downs
6 18
Yards Rushing (Net)
-34 233
Yards Passing
88 88
Passes (Completed-Att.)
11-29 5-12
Total Offense
54 321
Penalties (No.-Yards)
6-29 4-40
Fumbles Lost
'
1
1
Punts (No.-Average
7-34.3 3-25.3
INDIVIDUAL LEADERS
Passing
(A) Osborne
(T) Gray
Comp.
4
9

Int.
0
0
TDs
0
1

Att.
8
23

60
64

Rushing
(A) Gintoff
(A) Christ
(T) Balesano
Att.
Att.
12
11
4
Net Yds.
64
53
25

TDs
0
1
0
Ave,
Ave,
5.3
4.8
6.2

Receiving
(A) Scott
(T) Duckett
No.
4
4
Yds.
62

TDs
0
1
Ave.
63

SCORING SUMMARY
Trinity 1/0 2/0 3/7 4/0 7
Amherst 27 6 7 0 40
Amherst—O'Brien 3 run, Osborn kick
(12:16)
Amherst—Klonoski blocked punt, Osborn
kick (10:15)
Amherst—Osborn 1 run, Osborn kick (10:10)
Amherst)Hendrix 26 run, rush failed (6:46)
Amherst—Christ 9 run, kick failed (4:40-2Q)
Amherst—Osborn 2 run, Osborn kick (6:403Q)
Trinity—Duckett 23 pass from Gray, Maus
kick (3:26-3Q)

Soccer Splits
Union Booted
By Murray Peterson
The Soccer team split its slate last week,
defeating Coast Guard, 4-1, and falling to
Amherst, 3-0.
A week ago, the local service academy
journeyed to Hartford to take on Trinity in a
battle of often-beatens, both teams having
just one victory to their credit apiece. The
Bantams, however, seemed more prepared
for the game, and together with a newly
found spirit, parlayed these advantages into
an unexpectedly easy victory.
The Bant bcoters tooJu-ontrol of the game
early and gathered momentum as the
contest progressed, outclassing the visiting
Bears in every phase of the game. The first
two Trinity scores were the results of good,
hustling efforts on the part of their forwards.
Chris Jennings gave Trin a lead theynever relinquished in the 19th minute of the
first half. Jeff Chin initiated the play as he
stole the ball from a Bear fullback. Roger
McCord picked up the loose ball, passed
across the crease to 'Stork', who boomed the
ball home from a yard away.
At the 24 minute mark Jim Soloman gave
the sparse crowd something to cheer about
as he (l) accidently? (2) intentionally!
treated the gathering to a moon show before
entering the contest.
Eight minutes later the home club had
their second tally ol the afternoon as Mac
Davidson registered his first goal of the
year. Jennings made this possible as he
made a fine head pass away from the
goaltender off a cross from McCord in the
right corner.
The Bantams increased their lead to 4-0 in
the second half before the Bears broke the
shutout.
At the nine minute mark of the period,
Chin collected a rebound off of a Jennings
shot and drove it home from the 12 yard
stripe on a line.
Roger McCord gathered in a Charlie
Stewart lead pass at the 34 minute point and
put it away from 10 yards out past their
sprawling goalie.
Coast Guard scored with under three
minutes remaining' as goalie Glenn
Preminger had no chance to stop the pointblank shot.
Last Saturday, the Bantams travelled to
Amherst to put their two game winning
streak on the line against a not-so-strong
Lord Jeff eleven sporting a 2-6 record.
All of the scoring came in the first half and
all of it was under the Amherst half of the
Scoreboard. All three goals came as results
of breakdowns in the Bantam defense as the
three scoring plays originated from
Amherst's left wing.

Photo by O'MalleV

Co-Captain Don Hawley is about to thwart a scoring attempt by an unidentified Amherst
•back to help out while Mac Davidson spends a breather adjusting his head gear.

The first of these came with less than five
minutes gone in the contest on a short side
shot into the upper left corner by their left
wing.
Number two came at 35 minutes as their
spo
e sihad
ean
cen easy
ere
it to ercameino
their right insidee who
a short
conversion past an outmaneuvered Bill
Lawson.'
The final tally was a penalty kick by their
very egotistical and arrogant star Jim
Warren. The original call was very
questionable, as was the general tempo of
refereeing all day, as Lawson was called for
tripping while he was obviously going for the
ball.
The second half saw a
defense dominate a disheartened Trinity
offense, as the Bants had very few decent
scoring opportunities. As in previous

Hockey Outlook Promising
By Coach

Although we failed to achieve our goal of a
winning season by finishing with an 8-9-1
record, the season was nevertheless suecessful in several respects.
Our use of the new rink in Glastonbury at
last enabled us to have a "home" rink, and
the proximity of this facility to the campus
allowed the student body to lend the team
some much deserved and needed support. In
spite of a number of injuries suffered during
eam
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o f .twenty games will be
Division II varsity teams,

many of whom are placing increased emphasis on their hockey programs. In aadition, we have accepted an invitation w
in the Wesleyan Tournament in
piay
January that included host team Wesleyan,
Connecticut, and New Haven,
However, we enter the coming campa*
with a large group of experienced Wj^r
Through graduation we lost only three
players - defenseman Alan Landry, forww™
Dou Stewart
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starter in the goal. Unfortunately,
withoutdun &
the first semester we are without \.
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junior «Jeff:Ford1(9*
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regular torwaras,
forwards, junior
and Tom Osggod (1-2--3), who are attend™
Trinity's Rome campus.
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